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Thore will be no preaching at tne
Miss Grace A. Lord is in Lewiston,
Big Timber, Mont., Pioneer of
Woods
June 23rd has an obituary of Mrs. Lura count schoolhouse next Sunday on ac- where she is attending the Bates College
of the union service at the ChauH. Allan, who was born in Belfast, the tauqua tent on Court
summer school.
Y ork.
street in this city.
Clara R. Steward has been in Portland
ederick Paine and family of daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William CunSt. Margaret’s Chapel will open on
ningham and the widow of Charles W.
l ave arrived at their cottage,
the past week as the guest of Mrs. Helen
Sunday, July 17th.
The Rev. D. N
Ilaney, who died here July 13, 1889. The Brookman of St. Peter’s
d,” for the summer.
Church, Morris- Bird Todd.
Pioneer says:
town, N. J., will take the services for the
of
Nickerson
Everett,
Mrs. Althea J. Kimbley of Somerville
E.
.^usta
Mrs. Lura H. Allan, mother of Mrs. A. summer. Morning prayer at 10.45 a m.
is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
ved Sunday morning to visit
Mass.,
All
are welcome to attend these
services.
Whitney, passed away at the Whitney
Ladd.
B.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nicker- home Saturday
Harold
morning, following an atMethodist Church. People’s Methtack of apoplexy on Thursday evening,
Mrs.
Hall returned to her home
Lucy
odist
Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin, I
episcopal burial service was read at the
ui
Hatch, who has been the home Monday afternoon by Rev. C. P. pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; tele- in Bethel, Vt., after a few weeks’ visit
grandmother, Mrs. Margaret Burnett. The floral offerings were ex- phone, 213.11. Sunday morning union with Mrs. Ada P. Pierce.
Interment was in Mountain | service at Chautauqua tent; Sunday
arued to Massachusetts last quisite.
Ernest F. Fletcher of Auburn was the
View by the side of the husband of the school, 12 m. Evening service at 7.30.
for the past week of his
guest
Prayer
meeting
this, Thursday, evening
stepdeceased, who died the year they came
L. Uamm, Mrs. C. K Niekeri- here. Pallbearers were H. O. Kellogg, C. I at 7.30.
mother, Mrs. Eitie S. Fletcher.
N.
G.
H.
R.
to
F.
HickSkillman,
Howard,
ss Hazel Nickerson motored
Mrs. Hattie P. Godfrey of Portland has
j The First Baptist church. Rev.
Lerw Webb and.C. C. Nelson.
Wednesday with Mr. Chester man,
C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13 been in Belfast the past week, the guest
Deceased was 72 years of age and a Ueorge
Cedar; telephone, 123-11. Sunday morn- of her sister, Mrs. Wm. L. West.
a shopping trip.
j resident of Maine. Together with her I ing there
will be a union service at the
Mrs. Leonard Paine have arj husband she removed to California, com
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert E. Ellis of Chelmshere about six years ago with Mr. Chautauqua tent.
ing
in Philadelphia in their touring
The
service
will
evening
also
be
omitted
ford,
Mass., are guests of the former’s
and Mrs. Whitney upon their return
io spending their annual vaca
from a winter in California. About a in order that the congregation may join brother, Fred E. Ellis and family.
in the concluding Chautauqua service.
year and a half ago she left for CaliforT he Lakeside.”
Mark DoUolT and family have returned
nia for a visit with another daughter, re- ! Other appointments during the present
and
two
week are also omitted to make way for from St. George’s
Watt
William
Mrs.
turning about four weeks ago.
lake, Liberty, where
the Chautauqua program.
During her residence here she had been
have been spending a few days.
leveland, Ohio, are in town,
At the Bible School at noon Sunday they
■is aunt, Mrs. L. Y. Cunning- active in social and fraternal work, being an invitation will be
Mr. and Mrs. Walter A. Bickford of
extended all boys
the lirst president of the local society- of
ousiu Harry.
and girls in the Junior department to at;
the Americah Red Cross. As head of
Brighton,
Mass., have arrived to spend
tend an excursion picnic. Let all the
Mrs. H. G. Applin and daugh-' one of the greatest factors in winning
the summer at the Bickford homestead
and girls be present to hear about
boys
the
world
she
became acquainted
war,
of Somerville, Mass., arrived
on Cedar street.
date and arrangements.
throughout the county and won the
night in their new Jordan sedan praise and admiration of all by her indoMr. and Mrs. Edward Moore of WhitFred York of Chelsea,
guests of Lis mother, Mrs.

The

Mrs.

J

guests of Mrs. Appliu’s parents,
Vrs. J. W. Nickerson.

mitable energy and untiring efforts to
make the local society an important part
in the great work of American women.”

.range met Saturday evening
with 24 members present and
'ie

first and secord degrees

PROSPECT.

on

The next meeting will be.
veiling, July 16th, when the

Mra. nd Mrs.
were

id receive the third and fourth;
Tie grange will furnish a nice,

II. Libby of Bangor
recent visitors in town.

Mrs. Grace

Nute of

Whitman, Mass.,

is visiting her father, John H. Libby.

j

and come early.

come

II.

Mr

and Mrs. F.

L.

Ward visited Lee
killnian and wife at tiieir home in Dex-

lie electrical storm last Saiur-

lightning struck the ell of
Hartshorn’s residence, came ter recently.
Mrs. Hattie Blanchard spent several
himney and blew out the rekitchen and dining room. The days with her s:stcr, Mrs. Young, at her
Tie roof near the chimney were \ home in Winterport last week.
: one of the rafters
F. W. Glcnk and family have returned
splintered
chamber. It entered the den, I from Southwest Harbor, where they
:u
and hall and took off little f have been spending a few days at their
aper and splinters of wood.
; cottage.
i.g

■

Mrs.

Rawson

Lufkin

Mrs. Jennie Dockliam went to Portland

and

atrice, Mrs. J. W. Nicker- last week to attend the funeral of Mrs.
Marj L. Nickerson and Miss Abbie Warren Libby. On her return she
-red to Camp Quantabacook jspent a few days with her daughter, Mrs.
i.i-sday afternoon to call on [Eugene Slmte in Oakland.
;

Lufkin,

urt

who is staying i
Joseph Lindsay and daughter Helen
as well | and Charles Lindsay came irom Massarecently in the former’s car and
can boast of some fine
State
f will spend their vacation with their fath:ide from the village
through I er, Horace Lindsay.
was most delightful and the
'■
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Gray and dauglipicturesque. On the grounds ter Florence spent the week-end with
blueberries and raspberries Thomas R. Rainey and wife in Hallotin their return they were accomidance. Wilburt did not care ; well,
panied by their daughter, Mrs. Rainey
Swanville. It certainly is an ;!and little son
Merle, who will spend a
any hoy.
The boys sleep I’few weeks in town.
summer.

Searsmont

chusetts

■'

THE PROGRESSIVE STORE

We Have Moved
iJ

We shall

now

be able to

on

be

give

ableito extend
our

ever.

To

our

Corset

’customers
:

Department

we

tart Front Laced Corset which
bout from time to time.

our

Mrs. Clara E. Batchelder returned Sat

1

urday from Rockland after a short visit
at her home at the Highlands.
G. Barclay and daughter
arrived Tuesday to
of Buffalo, N. Y.
visit relatives in Morrill and vicinity.
Mrs.

R.

I.,

James

from

spent the week-end

Norman K. Wliitcher of
Boston, paymaster of the Crm of
Jordan, Marsh &

guests present. The location is one of
the best on the Penobscot Bay and is ic
grove of beautiful white birches.
The
lower floor is in one room with broad
well furnished porches inviting rest as
well as recreation. The second floor is
devoted to sleeping apartments and den
One of the most artistic features of the
home is the fireplace, made of bits of
stone from the beach and fields. The
evening was spent with cards, music and
dancing. Mr. and Mrs. Mortimer are
among the most Dopular of the summer
residents in this section of Maine and
with this new and beautifully purnished
home at their disposal will be atle to dis-

new

Miss Marion Knowlton made a motor
trip from Boston to spend the Fourth
Miss Rachel Anderson returned Tues- with her
father, E. H. Knowlton, and
day from a delightful visit with relatives sister, Miss Martha Kuowltuu
in St. John, N. b., the first in fourteen
The supper at Brown’s Corner Chapel
years.
was a success financially and otherwise.
William T. White of Berkeley, Calif.,
Quite a numDer attended, and the proformerly of Winthrop and Belfast arrived ceeds including the
apron sale was about
last week to visit his nephew, Nathan
$28.
home of Mr. and Mrs. N. W. Whitman.

lines and

Mrs. J. W.
week for East

Miss Olive Wadlin of New York and
Miss Mabel Wadlin, R. N., of West New-

Vaughan will leave this

Milton, Mass.,

after g few
former home at

spent at her
Citypoint.
months

ton, Mass.,

are spending their vacation
with their parents, Capt. and Mrs. Bartlett Wadlin.

Miss IsaDel Simmons Cooper arrived
recently from Battle Creek, Mich., and
is visiting her cousin, Ralph L. Cooper,
and family.

Mrs. Joseph Pope of Brookline, Mass., and ittle daughter Ruth, arrived Tuesday to spend the remainder of

Miss Gladys Michaels and Miss Edna
Trundy returned by boat Sunday morning

the South Shore.

the

Mrs. George H. Darby and Miss Mattie
M. Pendleton were in Rockland Tuesday
and Wednesday for the former to conX Ray specialist.

an

Miss Isabelle Clark returned to her
home Sunday after spending her vacation with her friend, Miss Lillian Drink-

water,

and

Miss

Shore

Albert

C.

have added the
will tell you
be

—-1--

j SPECIALS
ci

eat

moving

week

JULY 1. 1905
$352,212 65
JULY 1, 1910
$1,057,192.29
JULY i, 1913
$1,648,552.23
JULY 1, 1914

we

saving.

ODD

LOTS; HOSIERY
desirable stocfdngs among these

for
very
dies and Children in Gray, Brown, Black or
hite. These were formerly priced from 39c. to
'C.
Special to close out
me

29c.

•

CORSETS

JULY

Belfast

R. Hirsh at their Little River bungalow.

of her

Mrs. S. T. Young and daughters, Miss
Leta and Miss Hazel, of Springfield have
arrived for the remainder of the season.
They were in Northport last season, and

The old neighbors and friends of Mrs.
Caroline Marr will be very
sorry to learn
she is critically ill at her home in Belfast*

Burgess

I

H. H. Coombs

J, 1915

j

4,23a

Pattershall returned home

Monday from Augusta, where he was the
guest of his aunt, Mrs. Fannie A. Foster,
and of his uncle, Edwin Knowlton.

A recent acquisition to the musical
members of the Country Club is Mrs. N.
Frederick. Foote of Brookline, known in

Dennis Smith.

Melvin A.

Mr.

and Mrs.

the

State

Conference.

Si dney I.

Gardner and

;

concert

Masonic Temple,

High jStreet,
!

Belfast, Maine

work

Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Mason of Dix-

soloist in

autoed to Belfast recently and
guests of Mrs. B. P. Gardner.

church in

mont
were

Miss

Millie

•

Kibble

of

Dorchester,

and Mrs. Adrian C. Tuttle. Mrs. Tuttle's

mother of

Greenfield, Mass.,

is also their

guest.

Whiddon, the oldest clerk at the

Fred

famous Raymond store in Boston, accompanied by his nephew, Robert W'tiiddon,
is the guest of Mr. anu Mrs. C. B. Patterson in East Belfast.

daughters,

as

the

Mr, and Mrs. H. P. White entertained
July 4 Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jewett
and two sons of Winterport, and Mr. anci
Mrs. E. E. (. lements and son and daughter
on

Mabel Norton.
First

Brookline,

Sh; is a
Parish (Unitarian)
and with her young

Misses Eleanor and

of Searsport.

Natalie,

Dr.

Mears cottage on Bay
View Park tor the summer. Mr. Foote
has been here for a few days and will

week

has taken the

Tapley of
on

the little

Delfast
son

operated last
of Mrs. Oilie Mar-

den Littlefield lor
appendicitis, and he is
doing nicely. Mis. Littlefield and son ar<
the guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
j Horace Marden, for the summer.
lhe showers of Sunday forenoon will

j

be of incalculable benefit to the farmers
ol this vicinity, as the crops were standing still and part of them, such as turnips
and late planted crops, had only partly

j
j

come

up

Mr. and Mrs. C. W* Townsend of New
York, Mr. H. L. and Mis| S. E. Barker
of Brookline, Mass., Miss Mabel Butters
McK.en, tenor and Earl L. Talbot, bass, i
of Bangor, Miss Clara
Wellington of
Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker, accompanist. I
East Exeter, Maine, and Prof. N
V
The progiam:
Spring Song, Pincuti,
Barker
of WTestbrook
are
Seminary
quartet; solo, Springtide, Green, Mrs.
of Miss E. Maude Barker.
Allen; the Owl and the Pussy Cat, In- guests
graham, quartet, with solo by Miss Brier,
Elon B Gilchrest, who with Mrs. Gbduet, Night of Joy, Lucantoni, Miss Brier chrest, has been here for the past two
and McKeen; solo, Learn to Smile, from !
; weeks as the guests of the Hon. and Mrs.
the O’Brien Girl, Miss Brier; quartet, I
! Robert F. Dunton, Mrs. Gilchrist’s parRock of Ages, Nelson.
! ents, left Friday on his return to Grand

Brier,

Katherine E.
Hart

Allen,

soprano,

contralto,

Mrs. Jessie

Harold

S.

LOWER PRICES

Na tional Bank.

1918

JULY 1, 1919

$2,983,620.00

$3,069,973.89
for Itself.

May We

Window Shades 65c
V

now

I

FRED D. JONES. Main St.
9

in

B oston and will come to Belfast the Iasi

$2,265,084.50

JThis Speaks

10c—12ic—15c

July fcr visits with her cousiu, Miss
Amy E. Stoddard and with her uncle,
of

$2,288,686.27
JULY 1,

formerly of this city, is

Calif.,

JULY 1, 1920

Company

brother,

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Robertson entertained July 4 Mr. and Mrs. Martin Nickerson and four children and
Henry and

Superintendents’

of

Miss Abbie Otis Stoddard, daughter of
George W. Stoddard of Pasadena,

$2,419,961.34

CASH,

_

of
guests at the home
Mr. Martin Robertson.

songs
The program will close with
community singing led by Mr. and Mrs.
E. S. Pitcher of Belfast.

sessions

Dr.

JULY 1, 1921

TERMS

Everett Nickerson

recent

Clay.

$2,040,094.71

LADIES’ UNDERVESTS
19c. 29c. and 39c.

were

Mrs. H. f. White has 48 Rhode Island
Red hens she cares for herself and in the
past six months they have laid

members of the Country and Golf :

guests at luncheon of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil

JULY 1, 1916

-98c.-

at

Mr., and Mrs.

paniment.

the

attending

James S. Harriman.

JULY 1, 19J7

priced

A large per cent of the farmers
began
haying last Monday. Hay in this vicinity
will amount to just about a half
crop.

Mr. and Mrs, Goodwin Beattie of Philadelphia and Mrs. Carl Hanson of Easton, Pa., arrived Tuesday as house guests
for several weeks of Mr. and Mrs. Louis

Mrs. Ernest Seavey of San Diego,
Calif., Mrs. Geor'ge Norman of San
Francisco, Calif., both formerly of Bangor, and Mrs. James Dunning of Bangor,
mutored to Belfast recently and were

$1,917,732.95

98c.

Several odd lots of Summer Undervests

gust.

on

The program for the musical at the
eggs, besides hatching 51 chickens.
Country Club next Sunday evening will
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Riley and two chilfor
a
few
as
the
of
Tuesday
days
guests
j include a group of songs by Mrs. Mabel
dren of Bangor spent July 4 at the home
Mrs. William E. Kotman.
Norton Foote with Miss Inez R. Churchill
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Supt. Edward E. Roderick of the Bel- accompanist. She will also sing some of
Riley and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Evans.
fast schools is in Castine for the week J. H. Gilberte’s
with his accomMaude

$1,781,482,29

fo clean up stock we ofi^r odd lots of Corsets
this week that were value|l from $1.50 to $2.00 at

i

in the Thompson cottage

Mr. and Mi's. John F. English are at
the Horatio Marr farm for July and Au-

wallpaper;

OUR DEPOSIT GROWTH

found some odd lots that we are
taking extremely low prices on to close out. The
■rchandise is all good and may be bought at a
our

<

Frank Dickey and wife of Bangor were
guests of Mr. Watson Robertson,

recent

Clubs.

Gam mans went to North

Mrs.

season

are

Hewett Island.

on

The Industrial Club will meet July 2G
in the afternoon at Comet Grange hall.

Mr. ami

from Boston, where they had been spending their vacations.

sult

SWANV1LLE CENTER

|

we

soon

genuine hospitality.

pense

H. Small.

Miss Mabel C. Swett, who is a stenographer in the office of the Pejepscol
Paper Company in Brunswick, is spendyoung farmer. The bride n the youngest ] New York, who recently returned from a
ing a two weeks’ vacation with her
Mrs. George F. Harriman of New Rapids, Mich. Mrs. Gilchrest will remaii
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Justin V. Jack- i trip abroad, are now at Newport and will
parenis, Capt. and Mrs. C. B. Swett.
son of Moutville, where they are very
'V ork, who is at her summer home on the for a longer visit.
to
Belfast
for
an
extended
auto
visit
with
j
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Gray and daughter
popular. A reception was tendeied their 1 Mrs. Wm. V. Pratt on or about the first
Beatrice spent last week in Bernard, the
friends
at
the
the
bride’s
home of
many
j of August.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Albee.
parents on June 24th. The presents were j
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Lorillard, Jr. of On their return they were accompanied
many and beautiful. Refreshments were j
Boston and Newport arrived Saturday as by Mrs. Harry Albee, who will visit io
served.
guests ot Mrs. William V. Pratt. W'ith this city.
Mrs. Charles Claik returned Saturday I Mrs. Pratt they motered to Bar Harbor
Miss Kathleen Tuttle, a teacher in the
to her home in North New Portland after 1 Monday to lunch with Mr. and Mrs. PhilWillimantic High school, who is spenda
visit with her parents, Dr. and Mrs. \ lip Livingston of New York at their suming the summer with her parents, Mr.
Charles W. Jennys.
mer home.
and Mrs. B. L. Tuttle on Allyn shore, is
substituting for a few weeks in the City

better service

lines of merchandise will
;

a

his

_

Other
a led.

gave their first formal re-

ception Saturday evening with about 30

Co., spent the week-end and Fourth with
sister, Mrs. Alice Sheldon.

Miss Vivian Littlefield of Bangor has
been the guest for a few days at the

i

Shore,

house guests.

i Mass., who has been visiting her aunt,
Mrs. Manter E. Decrow, for the past
during the remainder of the season come
week, returned to her home Saturday.
for the week-ends. Mrs. Foote recently
Mrs. Bernes O. Norton, son Charles B. entertained her eldest
daughter, Miss
i Norton, Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Owen
Jane, who was married in Brookline a
!
and daughter, Miss Maiguerite H' Owen few weeks aao to Frank
Curling.
have returned from an auto trip to Portwas a
at the
There
attendance
good
land.
Country Club Sunday evening to listen
Mrs. Albert D. Mowry is spending a to a
pleasing program well rendered by
in Bayside as the guest of Mr.
Mr. few days
popular Belfast artists including Miss

ofliciating clergyman, the Rev. Charles with Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Dutton of
W. Martin, Court street, Belfast. Tin- Waldo.
Mrs. R. W. Lawson, her little daughter
ware) unattended, the double ring service j
The bride was dressed in and Mrs, C. A. Race of New Hartford"
being used
white chitfon over white messaline with Conn., and Mrs. C. D. Cross of Hyde
a large hat to match and wore a corsage
Park, Mass., are at the Frederick W.
bouquet of brides’ roses. The groom is Brown cottage on Allyn shore for the
the only son of Mr. and Mrs. Claudius B.
month.
Knowlton of Liberty and is a prosperous
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Miller Johnson of

LIAVE YOU BEEN
TO SEE US IN OUR
NEW HOME? We .moved about a week ago
t one door.
Our new quarters have been thorehly renovated, new flqor, new ceiling, new wind's, new shelving and painted throughout.
1

Providence.

Jones,
Oates,

and daughter
guests last week

were

of Mrs. B. P. Gardner.

j

j

Alice Terring, Miss Lottie
Albert Terring, Mr. Andrew

ington. Prizes were awarded to each
table, the winners being Mrs. Allaun, a
black silk writing pad; Mrs. Flanders, a
George Wadlin of New Haven spent Porto
Rican bag; Mrs. Bradbury, a Mathe Fourth with his
parents, Capt. and deria handkerchief.
Mrs. Wadlin, returning Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Mortimer of New
Mrs. Louis K. Hirsh is giving a luncheon
York, who have recently completed their
of 22 covers today
(Thursday) at Log- handsome new summer home on
the
wood Camp, Little
River, in honor of South

expect to arrive in August to occupy the
Lower cottage on Birch Chrest.

Prescott

Phyllis of Newport

North Congregational Church
Rev. A. C. Elliott, pastor; parsonage, 26 ! ingsville, Mass., arrived recently to visit
High street; telephone, 157-4. Organist, Mr. and Mrs. Frank I. Wilson and Mr.
Miss Amy Stoddard; soloists, Mrs. Leroy and Mrs. Ralph A. Smith.
Paul and Miss Charlotte Knowlton. There
Eugene Hammons went to Bath last
will be no morning service in the church
on Sunday.
A united service will be held week to spend the remainder of the sumat the Chautauqua tent. Plan to attend mer with Mr. and
Mrs. Addison F. Penthis special service.
The “Quiet hour” devotional service dleton, the latter his aunt.
will be held in the church parlor this,
Miss Mabel Townsend, who now has a
Thursday, evening at 7 30. Short talk by position in New
York, is the guest of her
the pastor and reading from J. A.Steuart’s
“Quicksands.” All who are interested in parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Townsend,
the welfare of the church and the culti- of Upper Main street, for about two weeks
vation of their spiritual life are urged to
Mrs. Philip I. Smarden and little
son,
be present.
The “Food and Apron Sale” held in the Philip, Jr., of Portland, arrived Saturday
church parlors last Friday under the aus- to be the guests for a few days of the
pices of the Ladies’ Circle was a decided former’s father, Cecil Clay and Mrs.
success.
A large quantity of delicious j
Clay.
cake, etc., had been provided by inter- !
ested friends and members of the church, j
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Langhorne of
These found a ready sale among the many
Washington, D. C., who have taken a
visitors present. The ladies of the Circle
house at Bar Harbor for the season, were
are to be congratulated on the result of
j guests over Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
their effort.
Congregational Church, North | Ralph Cross Johnson.
BELFAST. The service at this church on ;
Mrs. Samuel Haskell and daughter,
Sunday evening promises to be one of
unusual interest. Prof. William J. Chari- j Mrs Belle Haskell Mitchell, and the latton of New' York City, and Miss Martha ter’s
son, all of China, have been guests
Humes of Central Falls, Rhode Island,
for the past few days of Mr. and Mrs.
are spending a few' weeks in this delight- i
ful little village, and both these friends ! Leroy Michaels and family.
have consented to take part in the service
Mr, and Mrs. John A. Mitchell arrived
on Sunday.
Prof. Charlton is a teacher
recently
by auto from San Antonio, Texas,
of the violin and will render several selections during the service. He wiil be and were guests of the former’s grandaccompanied on the piano by Miss Humes. mother, Mrs. Sarah E. Stewart. They
This will be a rare musical treat for the are now at their
cottage at Calais.
people of the village. Let us show our
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Raleigh and little
appreciation of the service these friends
are so kindly giving,
by crow'ding the daughter of Lynn, Mass., are visiting
church to its utmost capacity. The ser- relatives in Belfast and
vicinity. Mr.
vice will be conducted by the Rev. A. C.
Raleigh is recovering from serious inElliott.
juries received in an auto accid.nt.
KNO WLTON-J ACKSON
Mr. and Mrs. William Christie, Miss
Claudius S. Knowlton of l.iberly and
Miss Ivanella E. Jackson were united in
marriage June Uth at the home of the

Harriet

Mrs.

I

South

Shore, gave a three table bridge
Friday, entertaining the following guests:
A shore dinner will be served at the
Mrs. Louis K. Hirsh, Mrs. J. D. M ortiClub today (Thursday).
mer, Mrs. Allaun, Mrs. DeLeon of New
Miss Adella Hills and two friends of
York, Mrs. Ralph L. Flanders, Mrs,
Boston spent the Fourth with Henry Hills Vaughan
Hamilton, Miss Anna Ayer,
and family.
Mrs. Suart Todd, Mrs. Richard E. StevMr. and Mrs. Alfred Rines and Charles ens, Mrs. Edward Rowe, Miss Frances
Spear of Warren called on friends in Flanders of Brookline, Mrs. Charles Bradtown Sunday.
bury, Belfast, Miss G. Bernice Rogers^
Mrs. A. J. McKeen and sister of Everett Cambridge, Mrs. Fred L. Wagar, Wash-

with open lire, piano and pool table—“a
place for everything and everything in
its place.” There is a counsellor to every
three boys and bathing is enjoyed twice
a day.
At four o’clock the boys went in
bathing and the guests were entertained

There will be a union service of all the
George Rice of Detroit, Mich., is the
Mrs. Esther G. Davis is visiting relacity churches Sunday at 10.45 a. m. In
of his father, Thomas Rice, in this tives in Lincolnvllle.
all probability Chief Tahan will
give the guest
sermon with the pastdrs assisting with city.
d Mrs. Rawson Lufkin returned
Mrs. Drusilla P. Frisbee is visiting in
the program.
Everett, Mass., last Thursday.
John Morrison of Brunswick is the Medford, Mass., and vicinity.
at
Summer services will be held next Sun- guest of his aunt, Mrs. Clara M. MatWilliam Vaughan will speak
Harland S. Pattershall was at home
j day at the Trinity Reformed Church in thews.
next Sunday evening at 7.4h.
by Mrs. Vickery on the piazza of her East Belfast, Rev. William
from Brooks to spend Sunday.
Vaughan,
Mrs. William A. Kimball, who has been
A S. will meet with Mrs. Mary
Camp Onondago, and treated to delicious ! P?s,t°r> at 2 30 P- m., and also at Mason
Austin K. Vaughan returned Monday
!
,on Thursday afternoon, July home made candy which she m de for Mills church at 4.30 p. m.
ill at her home on Miller street, is imto Macbias after a short visit in Belfast.
the boys for clearing up drift wood and
First Parish (Unitarian) Church. proving.
Miss Ardis Lancy of Hartland was the
Rev. A. E. Wilson, minister.
,,/el Kirkpatrick of Hampden rocks in the lake front of her cottage.
Miss Gabrielis Paige of Richmond,Va., ;
Sunday
guest
Monday of her sister, Mrs. Norman
union
morning
service
at Chaulauqua is the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Ralph C.
at Maple Terrace Farm over
j S. Donahue.
tent.

and Mrs. Maurice E.
ved to Searsport.

Have Your Account?

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST

Frank

Palmer Wilson of New

York

city has arrived to be the guest of his
mother, Mrs. Jefferson F. Wilson, at her
home on Condon street, for several
He is having his steam yacht,
weeks.
the Syren, placed in commission for use
this summer.

Mr. Wilson is in the De-

partment of Justice
praisements.

as

head of Re-ap-

who
guests several weeks of
her sister, Mrs. Ralph H. Dunbar, left
Thursday for a visit in Boston before
going to Lake Winnipesaukee for the
Mrs.

ha«re

Elliott White and children

been the

remainder of the summer.
is

Mrs. Dunbar

entertaining her sister, Mrs.
Robert P. Bridge and children of HazardviUe, Conn. They were accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. Allen G. Bridge, who remained only for a short visit.
now

WHY NOT YOU?
Finally, somebody, somewhere, puts your money
in the Bank. Whatever you do with it, whether
you waste it, spend it, or give it away, by and bv
it will get around to the canny soul that will save
it. Fte will go and bank it. WHY DON’T YOU
PUT IT IN THE BANK NOW? This Bank is at
your service.
WE PAY 4% ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

Waldo Trust
*

BROOKS

Company

BELFAST
CASTINE

UNITY

i

quantities of their floods in this country.
We believe they are mistaken. We believe the day has come when our producers on the farm and in the factory
must either curtail production or search
the whole world for customers, and per-

Republican Journal

The

Belfast, Thursday, July 14,1921
~

PUBLISHED EVHRY THURSDAY BY

Co.

Republican.; loumal Pub.

The

Ger-

haps may be compelled to do both.

i—

must have more food than she

many

1. BROWN. Editor.

A.

AT 65 HE ENJOYS
PERFECTHEALTH

can

“FRUJT-ACTIVES’* Keep*

various raw
products for her factories Our people
ADVERTISING TERMS. Tor one square,
will sell their floods to the Germans and
one inch length in column, 50 cents for
to our
one week and 35 cents for each subsequent the Germans will sell their floods
insertion.
importers and we will buy them not knowIn advance, ing where they were made. In fact, that
Subscription Terms.
S i.OO a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents is what haB been going on since early in
or three months.
In the fiscal year closing on June
1919.
30, 1921, we bought German floods to the
QUOTATION
value of $90,000,000 and sold goods to
She

produce.

“Blessed is that man who has found
He who thinks out what he
his work.
wants to do, woiks hard and does his
will
work well,
distance''kbe thoughtless

must have

__

THE PEACE RESOLUTION

of

or

the United States.
Members of the Federation have

until the governments of Germany and
Austro-Hungary shall have made suita"
ble provisions for the satisfaction of all

a

Curtis, thrcugh

F. R. ADAMS

154 Elm St., Lakeport, N. H.
“I realize that I have reached the
age (65) when one .often requires

fixing up. My digestion was not
right and trouble with my Liver and
Bowels caused considerable distress.
I could not get rid of 'he Constipation ; and the insufficient action of
my bowels resulted in my blood
absorbing the poisons.
Last fall, I began taking ‘Fruita-tives’ or Fruit Liver Tablets, and
after -using them for a short time I
could see they were just what my
system required. My liver became
active and improvement in every way

right

was

the radical labor leaders realize
that the majority is going to rule this
country tie better it will be for organized

which is of

sooner

great importance.

any

course, that after conditions in this country and in Europe are
well on the way towards the normal,
there will be a treaty under the terms of

It

will'follow, of

which all

these

no

we have in possession all we
get. Instead of turning the
German property now in our hands over
to the League of Nations and letting
Europe make our settlement with Germany, we have wisely decided to make
adjustment directly from our main office
in Washington, D. C.

ever

!

SUMMER-CAMP SCHOOLS
There are today about
schools for

mer-camp

seventy sumpeople on

jjoung

the lakes and seashore of the State of
The occupants of these camps
Maine.
number about four thousand boys

now

The average American workman
intelligent, conservative and honest.

them.
is

this because
shall

and girls who have come here from other
States for health, recreation and training. Those whose homes are near the

ment of Hon.

a

camp-school

near

the

sea.

few weeks ago 120 young people
from Pittsburg, Pa. .and went into
camp in or near Rockland, and in one
day about four hundred arrived in Port-

Only

a

came

land en route to various camps in the interior of the State. Places foi all who
not available and it
seems safe to say that in a
very few
years the summer camp business can be
desire to

more

is

come

are

than doubled.

the

agent of

Mr.
an

jiV.

G. Hunton

Industrial

Bureau

which is maintained by the Maine Central Railroad and this Bureau is actively

working to increase the number of these
Mi'. Hunton has
summer-camp schools.
been very successful in this
ing placed seven of them in

work,
one

hav-

of the

counties of the State and several in the

Howard Davies

as

was

very

cut flowers. Devotional service convened
at 10.15, led by Evangelistic Supt., Miss
Eda Woodbury of Belfast.

chair-

Mrs. Annie Mae Frost of Belfast presided and all county officers were present.
council to give its reasons for so doing, ! The chair appointed the following committees: Credentials, Mrs. Annie B. Aboru,
which the council declined to do.
of the public utilities commission.
It is said that Governor Baxter urged the
man

Mrs. Andrew McGilvery Ross gave

a

delightful bridge party on Friday
afternoon, July 1, at her home in Main
street entertaining the members of the
White Elephant Auction Club and other
friends. Big bunches of ox-eyed daisies
very

filled for the game, and the first
a
jar of guava jelly, was won by
Mrs. Melvin B. Thompson, Mrs. E. D. P.
were

prize,

He

was

in Belfast not

make inquiries as to what
suitable sites there were for camps in
ago to

men.
We also find that in 1913 the total
enlisted strength of the army, stall and

line,

81,547.
Why worry?
was

ber.

That will

save

a

million dollars

Howes,

a

was

served during the game.

The guests besides those mentioned were
Mrs. Joseph Curtis of Everett, Mass ;

j

Five manufacturing plants in Green*
j
field, Mass., employing about 4,506 peoJ
closed
June
one
for
month.
ple,
30th,
j
The closing was due to business condi—_

Plenty of help is reported in the wheat
growing sections of the United States.
Wages average $3 a day with board and
lodging.
FELKER-NICKELS
A romance of school days, which
gan at the State Normal School in
historic old town of Castine, reached
culmination Tuesday, June 28th, in

bethe
its
the

wedding of Miss Priscilla Alice Nickels
of Searsport and Everett Joshua Felker
of
Monroe. The ceremony was performed by Rev. Wm. Vaughan, pastor
of the church at East Belfast, the single
ring service being used.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Nickels of

Searsport, and the
is the only son of Mrs. Ruth E.
and the late Cyrus Edwin Felker of
Monroe.
groom

will later eat the

blueberries with the

avidity. But—they also certainly
as good scavengers.

same

act

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORSA

ifsicktake
The

right medicine

and save a lot of time and money.

Get

the SURE kind that has been used and endorsed by families
that are well known in every village, town and city in Maine

Albert Colson of

Harvey of

Brooklyn,

Y.;
Belmont, Mass.;
N.

Mrs.
Miss

Alice Walker of Bangor; Mrs. Ellen L.
Leib, Mrs. Harry Perry, Mrs. Cora Dow,
Mrs. Fred Burr, Mrs. N. F. Gilaey, Mrs.
Cook, Mrs. C. N. Meyers, Mrs.

Harold

Frank Curtis, Mrs. Henry G. Curtis, Mrs.
F. Colcord, Mrs. J
V/\ Black, Mrs.

B.

&veru Gattotv
”
the Same

William E.
Grinnell, Mrs. Henrietta
Young, Mrs. Joseph Sweetser, Mrs. William Goodell, Miss O. J. Lawrence, Miss
Sally Dow, Miss Kathryn Dow, Miss

Lucy Sargent, Miss Mabel Griffin, Miss
Louise Dickerson Leib, Miss Jessie NickThe sign of a reliable dealer
and the world’s best Gasoline

erson, Miss Harriet Roulstone. After the
game an informal business meeting was

Mrs. Georgie Harding.

about 11 ye

irs

ago,

with

Mrs. Ross

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

26 Broadway

as

very cordial and hearty welcome
was extended the visitors by Mrs. Nellie
Boyd of host union, and entertainingly

president, Miss Lida Curtis, vice president, and Miss Angeline Carver, secretary
and treasurer. At each weekly meeting
responded to in behalf of the convention a fee of ten cents was paid by each member attending and the proceeds were deby Mrs. S. A. Mansur of Monroe.
The president appointed as pages Elsia voted to the purchasing of books for the
May Gould, Evelyn Swett, and Nina Carver Memorial Library. A part of the
Andrews, and very sweet and dainty fund raised in this way still remains in
little pages they were.
the treasury. After three years the club
Rev. Mr. Martin, pastor of the Brooks was changed to a purely social club, with
church, was introduced to the convention the name of the White Elephant Bridge
at this time; also Rev, and Mrs. Kyle.
Club. The members, old and new, have
The following superintendents were expressed their unanimous approval of
elected: Bible and Evangelistic, Miss Eda the change back to the original purpose.

could show you thouthese fifty years and more. And
in gratitude for the
written
testimonials
of
voluntarily
sands
wonderful benefits derived from following the common sense
directions that are on the label of this old-time remedy, “L.
It quickly relieves every form of
constipation, helps the kidneys,

indigestion, biliousness,
breaks up colds. Buy it NOW of your dealer. Satisfaction
assured by the “L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.

When they ask for more they give the
finest tribute that can be paid to the
housewife ,who prides herselt on her
baking. The finest tribute paid to

~

Woodbury of Belfast; Flower Mission and
Relief, Soldiers and Sailors, Mrs. Nellie

Boyd, Jackson; Memorial,

Mrs. Etta Dol-

lilf; Scientific Temperance and Narcotics,
Mrs. May Curry, Knox; Parliamentary

Usage, Institutes, Mis. Sadie H. Bates,
Sandypoint; Fairs and Systematic Giving, Mrs. Evelyn Twombly, Monroe; Sabbath Observance, Mrs. S. A. Mansur,
Monroe; Literature, Mrs. Minnie E.
Coombs, Belfast; Franchise, Papers and
Press, Mrs. Delia Neally, Winterport;

WILL

NOT

MEDDLE

Ambassador Harvey advised Europe
that the United Stites would cooperate,
but not meddle. Following this the Con-

gressional leader of internationalism in
this country, Senator Gilbert Hitchcock,
became bi'ter in his denunciation of Har-

WILLIAM TELL

for presuming to indicate what
vey
should be the foreign policy of President
Harding. On the day Hitchcock was
accusing Harvey of presumption, Secretary of State Hughes wrote the Polish

FLOUR

Recruits,

is the fact that after a woman has used
it once, she wants it again. From that
time on, she judges all flours by William
Tell and no other flour will satisfy her.
William Tell wins its favor because it is
always clean and pure and fine.
Be sure of best results bv
Tell.

generally conceded by all present that the
ladies of Jackson were excellent cooks.
teresting address was given in the evening by State President, Mrs. Quimby, her
topic being, Our relations to the new

LAMSON'
HUBBARD

program of the world.
The day though warm was perfect and
there was a large attendance with all the

STRAWS]

An

inspiring,

instructive and very in-

unions in the county well represented.
Mrs. Annie B. aborn,

It costs no more to use the best.
Just tell your grocer—William Tell.
SWAN-WHITTEN COMPANY

Once

Used—Always Used

W L. COOK

Humphreys’

Homeo. Medicine

William Street, New York.

Co.,

156

Undertaker
STARCH!
g^ATINV£NT(0

Licensed Embalmer

n RFIUIRIS MO COOKING.
HAKES COLLARS AliO CUFFS STIFF AND NICE
fta~
ftl mtWUD HR AUMBRY PURPOSESIMUr iff
OnePound of this StmhwiUeo
»sf»r a* apound and a hall"

SOlJy<W3' BY

Special

ELASTIC STARCH
For Rent

Dwight P. Palmer

LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING apartments
for adults in the Leach bouse, 72 Church
street. Modern conveniences. Also ga-

and Owens Bros.

age to rent.
25 tf

Inquire

of
DR. VICKERY.

Notice

We wish to inform the publu
doing business all the time anwish to buy or sell real estate <•
we would be pleased to talk with
E. A. STROUT Farm AtROY C. FISH, Local Ms •
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, l' fas
tf!7
are

License 377.

Belfast,

Maine.

Tel. 61-3

IIAIR

GROW El-’
MILDREDIN

•"J.C .HUBINGERBROS.CO,^
NyV NEW HAVFN.CONN: KEOKUK.IOWAj^

Used as told water or cooked stare
with equally goo d results.
3m22

In Search of Health.

%
N

REMEDY

quickly.

Makes Ironing Easy Make business

County Secretary

When you are in search |of health—
don’t go North—don't go South—don’t go
to EuroDe—don't go to me Springs—don’t
go to the baths—don’t get despondent—
send a post card for Dr. Humphreys’ Book
on Diseases, of “Every Living rhing”—
mailed free.

using William

x

Delicious refreshments of salads, pastry
and coffee were served by the host union
to which all did full justice and it was

we

F.” Atwood’s Medicine.

reliable dealers.

Mrs. Edward S. Calderwood of Roxbury;
Mrs. Olive C. Atwood of Dorchester;
Mrs. L. C. Havener of Worcester; Mrs.

A

year.

Children Cry

A great many people believe that the
Germans cannot lind a market for large

ducts handled by

Nickels receiving the consolation, a bottle
Candies were on the tables

of ketchup.
and iced tea

Mothers’ Meetings and White Ribbon
Mrs. Ethel B. Collins, Belfast; Minister relative to the Silesian Boundary dispute, in part as follows: “I have
The bride is a well-known anl accom- Sunday School,
Mrs. Edith Bryant, the honor
to inform you that, in my opinWaldo County.
Those who have really plished young woman, a graduate of the Knox; Red Letter Days, Mrs. Annie ion, the settlement of such boundary disdesirable sites, ten or more acres in area, Eastern State Normal school, class of Conant, Winterport; Y. P. B., Mrs. Liz
putes as arise in the matter under conhaving good drainage and open level 1914, and holds a very successful record zie Haskell, Monroe; L. T. L., Mrs. Cora sideration is a matter of European concern in which, in accord with the tradispaces for tennis courts and base ball as a teacher.
In 1918 she was assistant E. Vose, Knox; Temperance and Mis- tional
policy of the United States, this
Government should not become involved.
grounds, on seashore or lake where there in the Frankfort High school. Ip 1919- sions, Mrs. Mary Whitmore, Belfast.
is a good beach for bathing are invited to 20, principal of the Junior High school at
The convention proper was called to The attitude of the Government in this
matter is clearly understood by its repcall on the editor of The Journal for fur- Brooks, from which position she resigned order at 2 p. m.
resentatives in Europe, who will, therether particulars.
at the end of the fall term to accept a
A memorial service was conducted by
fore, take no part in the discussions conMrs. Dolliff; Scripture reading and pray- cerning Upper Silesia, and will give no
better position in the Bangor schools.
There has been a flood of oratory in I
The groom is also a graduate of the er. Comrades who have died the past opinion as to the settlement.” So it
Congress directed against alreduction of I Eastern State Normal school class of year were Mrs. Nettie Newhall, Mrs. Af- seems that the foreign policy of the
Harding Administration is fairly well
our army.
Distinguished army officers 1908, and is well known in educational fie Gordon, Mrs. Mary Staples and Mrs. understood by our representatives in Euhave insisted that if the army was re- and engineering circles in the State. He Mary Putnam.
rope, whatever view Senator Hitchcock
duced to 150,000 men, the service would is one of the charter members of the
Reports of all the county superintend- may take of it.—Courier-Gazette.
be completely wrecked, and that it would Maine Society of Civil Engineers, and ents were listened to with much interest.
Biddeford has a woman doing the work
be outrageous to disappoint an enlisted for a number of years has done considerAn instructive drill on Christian Citiin the best paying office in the municiman by discharging him before his term
able topographic work for the U. S. Geo- zenship was given by State President,
pality, who won her election as tax colof enlistment expired.
After a long logical Survey in the State. In 1920 he Mrs. Quimby.
lector by a practically unanimous vote.
struggle the friends of economy routed was employed by the State on construcThe credentials committee reported and Those who have an opportunity to watch
the jingoes and passed a bill directing the tion of the new Belfast bridge, resigning tellers were appointed as follows: Dis- her manipulation of the new job say she
Secretary of War to reduce the army to from that positon in September to accept tributing, Eunice Chase and Inza Boyd; has taken as naturally to it as a duck to
water. The taxes are collected prompta
“maximum of 150,000
meji,” the re- a position as instructor inCivil Engineer- Counting, Mrs. Porter and Miss Wood- ly and efficiently. And she is a Mrs.
duction to be completed
first of ing at the University of Maine.
with two lively children to take up all of
bury.
October
this year.
Following the enactment of
The following general officers were the time she wants to give them.
Following the ceremony the couple
this bill it is already shown that a very motored to
Belfast, leaving on the Boston elected: County President, Mrs. Annie
large percentage of the enlisted men are boat for a wedding trip to Boston and Mae Frost, Belfast; County Secretary,
sending in urgent rtquests for discharge. vicinity.
Mrs. Annie B. Aborn, Knox; County
\
We find that in 1913, and for years |
Mrs. Sadie H. Bates, SandyTreasurer,
Gulls are now infesting the sea coast
prior to that time, the law provided that
so
that iisnermen cannot leave bait in point.
the total enlisted strength of our army
Mrs. Frances Howes of South Monttheir bpats with any hope of finding it, if
should not at any time exceed 100,000 left unguarded for a few moments. They ville was re-elected Vice President.
other counties.

long

High quality pro*

decorated the living room and red clovers
were used in the East room. Eight tables

:
Mrs. Evelyn Twombly, Mrs. Etta Dolliff; held, and it was voted to discontinue the
Congress has voted to reduce the army ; Courtesies, Mrs. Nellie Boyd, Mrs. Laura White Elephant Club and to reorganize
by discharging 70,000 men from the army | Chase, Mrs. Etta Dclliff;
Resolutions, the Library Benefit Bridge Club of sevbetween now and the first day of Octo- Mrs. Althea Quimby,
Mrs. Frances eral years ago. Tuis ciub was organized

bord ered

interior seek

beautifully decorated
with yellow and white and a profusion of

The hall

The Executive Council has for the second time refused to confirm the appoint-

desire to go to our beautiful tree
tions.
lakes.
Those who live in the I

ocean

The 28th annual convention of the
Waldo countv W. C. T. U. was held in
the grange hall, Jackson, June 22, 1921.

of the Federation will refuse to follow

matters will
need for haste in

ing inscription: “George A. Carver, born
1836, died 1908. Ship builder, ship master,
ship owner. This library building was
presented to the town of Searsport by his
heirs, A. D. 1910.”

F. E.

Annual W, C. T, U. Convention

If they attempt to carry their proposed boycott into effect we believe that
more than three-fourths of the members
labor.

reparation

There is

be settled.'

apparent.

I doubt whether anyone could feel
better than I do; and I am willing
to give credit where credit is due, to
F. R. ADAMS.
‘Fruit-a'lives’."
50c. abox, 6for $2.50, trial size 25c.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVRS
Limited, OGDENSBURGL N. Y.

just claims against them by persons
owning permanent allegiance to the
of the
United States for loss or damage to per- greater nor. less than the rights
wrho
sons and
property through the acts of other people of the United States,
The
outnumber
them
overwhelmingly.
This
iheir
or
agents.
these governments
tion

and

the summer.

solid bronze and bears in bas relief a full
riggel ship, beneath which is the follow-

to buy or refrain from buying goods with
or without a label.
They have the right
to work or to be idle as long as they violate no law. But their rights are neither

reservation is all there is in the resolu-

GASOLINE

They made the trip in their Peer-

Mass.

out of business and make a union label as
worthless as is Russian paper money in

its agents since the respective
declarations of war against those powers
shall be retained by the United States
States

and

less car, and were accompanied home by
Miss Mary Jerome of Boston, who will
be the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Frank

resolution, to purchase only such manufactured goods as bore the union label.
The passage of such a resolution, if such
action was taken, is merely a straw showing that the wind of radicalism is rising.
An attempt on the part of some four million people to boycott a hundred million
other people would inevitably precipitate
a counter boycott which would close the
union shops, put the Federation of Labor

of the United

possession

into the

Mrs. James H. Duncan and
daughter Martha have returned from a
week’s visit with relatives in Salem,

year.

Despatches from the recent Federatien

SDCuNY
REG- U.S. PAT. OFF.

/

street.

large bronze tablet in memory of his father, the late Capt. George A. Carver of
New York and Searsport. The tablet is

of Labor meeting at Denver told us that
the Federation pledged its members, by

come

Ephraim

been exceeded in any year except in 1914. From now on we shall be
selling less and buying more from Ger-

House settled their

than two years and a half.
The resolution contains a reservation
clause which says that all property of
the governments of the Central Powers
of their officers or nationals which has

Mrs. Albert Blanchard and
arrived from Brooklyn, N.
the season at their summer

Amos D. Carver of New York has presented to the Carver Memorial Library a

many every

States and Germany! was ended. This
was merely a delayed statement of a fact
which has been plainly evident for more

Capt. and
family have
Y., to Bpend
home in Mt.

Germany to the value of $360,000,000.
That volume of business with Germany

controversy over th| peace resolution
and concurred in declaring, by joint resolution, that the war Ifetween the United

and

Parents wishing private instruction for
their children during the summer months
may apply to Miss Eleanor Closson.

Mr.

has never

idler.”

The Senate

Hi*

Stomach, and Liver in order

SEARSPORT

for!

rutT, darknm
faded hair, s'
and makod it
76o and $1.26
Maiden 48. Maos.

yourself by adver-!
tising in the Jour- Upholstering and
Mildred Louise Co.,

nal.

Its

industry

home
and would

like your

an

support

v

r<

g-

Furn'ture

REPAIRING
Done in first class shape, at reason**
prices. Leave orders at my house,
Bay View street.
E. L. CLLMM-1
4w25*
...

Booming

Maine.

The Educational
Meetings organized by
the State Chamber
of Commerce and
Agricultural League in the different counties have, without,
exception, been a great

success.

J. A. WHITE WOULD BET
,, | | \ST
■'
BEING RELIEVED Oh
.0i \|TEK
dyspepsia by tanlag
wife and myself have had stomjt.le,” says Mr. J. A. White, re-

d
:;

the Leestown Pike, R. F. D. No.
ymgton, Ry., “and have both

,1

L

and

vous

run

down.”

see

The meetings have been

far, in Cumberland, Kennebec,
obscot, Washington and Lincoln

ties.

OCR

held,
Pencoun-,:

In every case the full
seating capacity has been taken, and there has
been a long waiting list.

These meetings

will continue in the fall.
the committees have
already met

|

in

Androscoggin and Aroostook counties,
and preliminary
arrangements have been
made.

anything without
fterwards and could not sleep
We were regular nervous dysnd not

thus

At every

meeting the local

CORD T

or-

have co-operated and have
the speakers.
These county

ganizations

selected
meetings have been in the interests of
the State of Maine. The State
Chamber
of Commerce is
following up these meetings by having special committees
appointed to develop a State of Maine
pohcy
on important
problems vital to the State’s
welfare.

We tried many remedies witbnent benelit until we heard of
1 got this medicine and began
We noticed immediate results,
i. :.li greatly improved by Tanlac.
credit for the change of health
It is a remarkable medicine, !
pally, feel so good that 1 tol : |
a day or two ago that I could
1 he State Chamber of
Commerce and
f them shucking corn. I meant
Agricultural League has been organized 1
eve I could have beat ’em all.”
maladies that afflict humani- but a short time, yet its influence is being
dyspepsia, such as Mr. and felt throughout the State. The organizasuffered from, is probably tion is
e
regarded as one of the best in the
iievalent and hours might be
in descnbing
the sufferings, country aud the directors, of whom there
ud bodily, of the victims of are eleven in each county in the State,

!

'ispepsia.
d, unreal, whimsical and melndilion of the mind, aside from
.is physicial
suffering, is the
of the average dyspeptic and
scarcely worth the living,
ilie celebrated medicine, was
specially for overcoming this

condition and millions of peoken it with the most astonish..atifying results. It seems to
:o the spot, toning up and in
every organ of the body,
s sold in
Belfast by Read &
J. Glidden, Freedom; S. M.
ulypoint; A. M. Ross, Lincolnoport Drug Co., ana by the
iggists in every town.

North Waldo Pomona
the weather conditions were
the morning of June 29,
irons assembled at the hall of
e on

grange in brooks for the

me

K-eting of North Waldo Pomona,
ttlrng was duly opened with
duster F. Porter Webb prfcsidofficers but the Asst. SLewMr. and Mrs. O. b. Dow

1

at.

supplied the stations dur ng
& exercises.
granges

represented and
were gratifying to

were

the same

regular business routine

: :ie

re-

consideration of the members,
lght candidates was intro#uc-

assistants, Mr. and Mrs. A. T.
who arrived shortly after the
of the meeting. The degree of
was conferred in«full form, aud
;

.use
cr

of this ceremony, an abunwas
served from tables

a tiny groye, near the hail,
auspices of members of the

unen-

grange.
aad cleared and all thoroughly
an out-oLdciors*
::ie novelty of

_

tiie pleasant time

>

spenj,

rcourse.

in

;

hour than usual, the nveet-assembled in the fifth degree

er

Lowe

Ocri

original

n

extended

fraternal

which receiv-

verse

"i

applause.
Mary J. Curtis of
Light grange responded in a liter, closing with a beautiful po-

lioil.

:r«

time

>

our

read

a

taken to pay
deceased members. The

period

was

the roll.

The

Chaplain
lie twenty-third psalm.
Abbie
read an appropriate poem, ‘'Beil

quartette rendered a seiecclosed the exercises. A retada

Niillie

Tibbetts

followed

after

Lecturer called upon visitors
:iido Pomona, Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
e

V'

1

Mr. and Mrs. Sanborn, who
with remarks for the good of
Remarks by P. M., Alton

* he topic for the session
wasjas
Shall the grange compete wijih,
•!,f-

L

moving picture machine? The
was opened by O. W Lane and
by A. T. Nickerson, E. T. Gil-

Davis,

D. M.

Kimball,

O. B.

Mary Curtis,
A.

C.

G. li. York, Mrs.
Edmonds, Mr. Sanborn,

ebb, Verdiila Pease and several
The consensus of opinion ujas
moving pictures in grange ha^ls,
speakers believed tliat

1

*rly all
i

J'

e

programs can be of such a nature
and young may find interest and
ment in them as well as derive
from them, the last of wrhich can
said in regard to many moving

e

2‘ctures.

ie
:

>

close of

the discussion little

Lowe delighted all with
I

this was followed with

a
a

recita-

declh-

by Sidney Tibbetts,

1

matter of

a
field meeting was
before the grange and after! a
" ussion
the grange voted to ho'td
meeting some time in August at
grounds in Monroe. A committee

"

•inted to co-operate with the
in making arrangements for the
nd the names of the commiitiie
! 1. Cronkhite to look after mailair grounds; E. T. Gilbert arid
urin,.
After further discussion a
was appointed from each
grange
rai‘ge for features not included ill
hirer’s line of work, as sports qf
i
kinds.

hour for closing was approachcustomary acknowledgment for
ahty was accorded Harvest Homle
"

lli-

k'- and the
meeting was closed with
Usual ceremony, and all
joined in

'Il^in8 “America.”
I
^
Uf>*c was furnished
whenever request1,1 Vera
McGray of Sebasticook
‘M^e at the
piano.
j
[|ext regular
meeting will be with
‘e
"A*th Grange, North Searsport, Sept.
an address of welcome
by Au^
u
-leveus and response by J. W.
Kerson. The usual program has been
^red and N. S.
Donahue, County
’• will
address the members along
K
,!ne of work.
C. D. Y.
s

Now Selling at the Lowest
Price Level in Tire History
30x3^

-

-

32x4

-

-

34x41i3

-

-

*

The Giant Geyser, Yellowstone.

$24.50
46.30
54.90

GILBERT GROSVENOR,
petual guard over Seattle, Tacoma
comprise some of the leading citizens of
(And Other Sizes in Proportion)
President, the National Geographic and Olympia. Anyone who has bethe State.
hold Its many moods, who has watched
Society, Washington, D. C.
This is the first time in the history of
Tire repair men, who judge values best, class these tires as
The national parks of the United the ever-changing picture as varying
Maine that the State has been represent- !
States, meecas for thousands of tour- lights have played upon Its summit,
having the sturdiest carcass made. Forty-seven highed by an organization which is
ists this summer, contain more fea- who has coasted on its glacial rivers,
qualified
car manufacturers use them as standard equipment.
grade
a
to represent all the different interests of
understand
tures of conspicuous grandeur than can
why the Indians
They are the quality choice of cord users.
Maine in any active way. The organizaare
accessible in all the other con- called It “Tahoma—the mountain that
was god.”
tion is non-political and
tinents.
non-sectarian,
Mt. Rainier has a glacier system
the masterful Mississippi
and is in a position to
Leaving
much
accomplish
|
valley and journeying westward, we exceeding in size that of any other
good for Maine.
soon enter the region of the national
single mountain within continental
MRS. HARRIL T fc. COOMBS,
parks, of which theta are nine of the United Slates. Prom its summit and
first order: the Yellowstone national cirques 28 named and a number of
This new low price is made possible by strictest economies
Mrs. Harriet Elizabeth Coombs died at
and
park, principally in Wyoming, the unnamed rivers of Ice pour slowly
production.
hei home at Lincolnville Beach June 25,
Glacier national park in Montana, the down Its sides. These rivers of Ice
Plant No. 2 was erected for the sole purpose of making
after a long illness. She was born in
have
carved
on
what
was
once
a perMountain and Mesa Vet-re naLincolnville, January 12, 1840, thedaugh- i Rocky
30x3H->nch Non-Skid fabric tires. With a daily capacity
tional parks in Colorado, the Crater fect cone 14 valleys through the solid
ter of Mary and Wm. Bragg, and after
of 16,000 tires and 20,000 tubes, this plant permits reiined
A bird’s-eye view taken from
Lake national park in Oregon, the rock.
completing school was a teacher until
on a quantity basis.
)
Mount Rainier national park in Wash- above the mountain would show It to
her marriage January 9, 1858, to Jacob
C. Coombs, who died seven ydars ago.
All materials used are the best obtainable. The quality is
ington, the Yosetnite and Sequoia na- be covered by an enormous frozen
They made their home at Lincolnville
uniform. It is the best fabric tire ever offered to the cur
tional parks in California and the octopus, stretching icy tentacles down
Beach, where she had spent practically
Grand Canyon park in Arizona, the among the rich gardens of wild flowowner at any price.
her Vhole lifef from this union there
scenic masterpiece of the world, of- ers and through forests of fir and
were six children—Mrs. Adelaide Habu
ficially dedicated in 1020. Each park CGuHr.
of Yonkers, N. Y.; George M. Coombs ot
Switzerland, the playground of Euhas its own individuality, and each
New Haven, Conn ; John C. Coombs, !
in its specialty excels.
rope, visited annually (until 1915) by
who was lost at sea when 22 years of
Foremost in interest in the Yellow- more than 100,000 Americans, cannot
age; Mrs. Nellie A Brown of Lincolnin attractiveness with the
vill; Ralph A. ot Liu olnville and Mary
stone are the geysers, of which “Old compare
H. Whitaker of Providence, R. I.; also,
Sierra of central California.
Faithful” ranks first, not because of High
I nine grandchildren and five great grandsize, for The Giant is a Goliath beside Nothing in the Alps can rival the fa! children.
When a young girl she joined
it; not because of beauty, for there mous Yosemite valley, which is as
the Baptist church and has always lived 1
unique as the Grand canyon. The view
are others more beautiful; but bea true Christian life.
She was a devotcream
from the summit of Mt. Whitney surcause of fidelity. It never disappoints.
ed wife and mother and her busy hands
It is so regular that it could almost passes that from any of the peaks of
more than a
conhave done many loving deeds during her
Switzerland.
long and useful life. She will be greatly
serve as the nation’s standard timefection.
It
is
a
real
missed by her many relatives and friends
Wonderful Birds and Flowers.
piece. Every 70 minutes “Old Faithand throughout the whole community.
And then, as to birds and flowers,
ful” shoots its great column of water
when made with rich cream,
was
She
a
charter member of Beach
heavenward.
each
At
it the High Sierras so excel the Alps that
eruption
E.
O.
S
and
Chapter,
fine sugar and true fruit
many years ago
sends up into The air l,r>oO,000 gallons there is no comparison. Never will
was made an honorary member for life.
per
the writer forget the melodies of the
of water.
flavors, under trulv
Funeral services were held at her late
thousand
(me writer has described the geyser birds and the luxuriance of the meadhome Tuesday afternoon. June 28, Rev.
condition^.
H 1. Holt of Camden officiating. The
basins ‘‘as laboratories and kitchens, ows passed in the marches from Redprofusion of beautiful flowers expressed
in which, amid a thousand retorts and wood Meadow to Mineral King, and
the love and esteem in which she was
pots, we may see Nature at work as "then up over Franklin Pass; the fields
pay more for
held and much sympathy is extended to
chemist or cook, cunningly compound- of blue, red, yellow, orange, white and
the bereaved family.—Camden Herald.
of
all
and
purple
flowers,
ing an infinite variety of mineral
graceful
poorer
messes; cooking mountains, boiling fragrant, or the divine dignity of the
'EXCELLENT ADVICE
and steaming fl uty rocks to smooth great Siberian plateau, nearly 11,000
paste and mush—yellow, brown, red, feet above the sea. and yet carpeted
President Harding, speaking to the
students and graduates at the American
pink, lavender, gray and creamy from end to end with blue lupine and
University Commencement, gave his liswhite—making the most beautiful tiny flowers.
teners some excellent advice.
A brief
From the educational point of vie\\£^
mud in the world, and distilling the
synopsis of what he said is well worth
the High Sierras so surpass the* Alps
most ethereal essences.”
reading and is as follows: “He warned
that again no comparison can be made.
Glacier Park, Top of Continent.
students not to put too much trust in j
In one day's ascent we observed fauna
books or academic learning—that educa- j
The situation of Glacier national
and tlora to see the equivalent of
tion was something never completed: j
park is unique, in that ft mothers which on the Atlantic coast we would
‘The education that can truly prepare for j
streams which flow into three out of
have to make a journey of perhaps
the demands of society in the time before
five of the earth’s great oceans.
It
us can not be given merely in academic
When we started in the
1,500 miles.
well
claim
to
be
the
of
the
may
top
halls. The great world outside must conis as rich and nourmorning we were hearing birds that
MNSONIC
KOOM 3
for
Its
continent,
rivers drain into
tribute of its practical experience, its incorrespond to the latitude of Charlesas we can
Telephone 223-3
its
Hudson
timate knowledge,
discipline and disbay and the Arctic ocean, In- ton. S. C.; in a few hours we had travappointments to complete the equipment. !
to the Pacific, and through the Miseled northward to Newfoundland and
make it
and ^\e
We can learn much from books, but if
souri
and the Mississippi into the
Labrador, and then descended to camp
we learned only from
books we would !
are
imAtlantic.
amid feathered friends whose counterlearn only the wisdom of the past. Books
The Glacier national park was made
are tremendously useful if they be made
our
methods.
It has real
parts are found around the writer’s
value
proving
by the earth cracking in some far- farm near
the servitors of the inquiring mind; they
A day
Washington, D. C.
distant
time
as
well
and
as
fine
flavor.
one
a
side
thrusting later we ascended Mt. Whitney, the
may be deadening and worse than useless
if they become the master of the too reup and over lapping the other. It has
or d
highest peak in the United States,
of bulk cream,
30
Street.
Tel. 320
fie
who
mind,
has
how
learned
cliffs several thousand feet high, and
ceptive
and had a glimpse of birds of the
to use books, how to find what he remore
than sixty glaciers feed hunand
on
verdict
arctic zone.
your
quires in them and apply it, without the
dreds of lakes.
One lake floats iceOldest of Living Things.
necessity of overloading his mind with
all summer. The scenery is truly
bergs
Within tiie boundaries of the Younnecessary detail, is the one who has
“Look for the Jersey Sign.”
Alpine.
made his educational preparation most
seniito and Sequoia national parks
Lake
St.
Lake
McDermott
Mary’s,
useful.
As a mere storage warehouse for j
tower the oldest of living things—the
Made by Jersey lee Cream Company, Lawrence, Mass.
facts, beliefs, impressions, the human I and Lake McDonald are the peers of Sequoia gigantea.
Automobile
mind is an unsatisfactory plant. It :s
any of the mountain lakes of SwitzerIt is an unusual experience to stand
too liable to error and loo' limited in its
SOLD BY
land nnrt Italy.
This park (overs an
BLOCK.
Phone 516-3
PYTHIAN
under these big trees, to gaze upon
capacity. But, on the other hand, when
area of 1,534 square miles, and maintheir stately proportions, tvf reflect
it is used as a macerator of information,
tains such an excellent chain of chala molding,
upon the storms and stress they have
developing, forming and reets, hotels and trails that the tourist
forming mechanism it does its best work.’
survived, and to visualize the strange
can see its many attractions in comchanges in human history that have
READ 8C
Belfast
P. O.
fort.
MAINE AUTOMOBILES
taken place since they were seedlings.
The Rocky Mountain national park
before
had
led
the
ChilMoses
Long
GIVE US A CHANCE
straddles the continental divide at a
The automobile registration for the first
dren of Israel out of Egypt, long beto bid on your furniture or anything you
half of the year 1921 brought more money
lofty height with snow-capped moun- fore his
brethren had carried back to
have to sell. Drop postal or call.
into the State treasury than any estimate
tains extending from end to end. This
their father Joseph’s blood-stained
J. AUSTIN MCKEEN,
had expected and if the proportionate inis in the heart of the Rockies
park
tf 17
coat of many colors, long even before
Belfast, Maine.
crease is kept up, will bring the 1921 reof
northwest
with
Denver,
Long’s
ihe birth of the patriarch, whose chilceipts to $1,000,000. The excess is already
as its center.
It
was
established
peak
a
with
total
$152,777.50 over that of 1920,
dren, and whose children’s children
by congressional enactment in 1915. to remotest
of $867,944.50. It was taken in the folgenerations the Most High
Estes
manner:
the
to
this
mounlowing
park,
gateway
promised to bless, even before the
tain
is
a
1920
beautiful
little
playground,
Registrations and Licenses to July 5,
I am prepared to do all kinds of truckiaged pyramids had reared their heads
valley town nestled at the foot of the on
67,846
Furniture and piano moving t
Operators,
Well Dressed
ng.
the bank* of the Nile, long cenridge, and yet itself more than a mile turies before the
47,754
Registrations,
Leave orders at the stable,
specialty.
of
hanging
gardens
are never run down at the heels and they
and a half above sea-level.
6,438
corner of Mam and Cross streets, and they
Trucks,
Long’s
had been constructed, these
stand upon GOOD SOLES.
Babylon
always
1,207
will receive prompt attention.
Motorcycles,
peak Is nearly three miles higlt, and trees had
begun to grow.
601
; You will find quality and service atjthe
Dealers,
has several neighbors that run It a
Telephone connection.
of
the
General
10
Thousands
years
dealers,
Motorcycle
close second.
W. W. BLAZO & SON,
DAVIS SHOE HOSPITAL
Sherman
tree
has
stood,
its
offering
to
1921
July 5,
Registrations and Licenses
Home of the Aborigines.
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.
thunder
head
to
75
Street.
High
every passing
cloud;
82,013
Operators,
Work received by parcel post given
The Mesa Verde national park hides but so strong and sturdy is it that,
57,874
Registrations,
prompt
attention.
*lw26
in
its
barren
the
the
canyons
like
it
can
8,259
well-predefy
Ajax,
lightnings.
Trucks,
served ruins of a civilization which
1,172
The wonders of the Yosemite naMotorcycles,
j,
on
712
At 72 Main Street, Belfast.
u passed out of existence so many cenDealers,
tional park are easily accessible via
25
Motorcycle dealers,
tnries ago that r.ot even tradition re- the Yosemite valley, where accommo-'
Total receipts to July 5, 1920, $715,167;
calls its people.
datlons are provided for every degree
total to July 5, 1921, $867,944.50.
Here one may study the modes of of income.
Desmond camps and exMail orders promptly filled.
IN GOOD CONDITION
life of the prehistoric American as cellent government trails enable the
at a bargain. Inquire of
they can he studied in few places. visitor to see the giant trees, waterMRS. L. E; PITCHER.
These aborigines had their civic cen- wheels, and canyons, while the more
27
Telephone 73-15.
ter
and
had
some
they
desire
progressive adventurous, who
to ascend
STUDIO
Doctor’s Book on tlie treatment
ideas
in
city planning.
of “Every living thing” with !
Community Mount Lyell and its magnificent neighHall’s Studio,
Belfast, Maine.
life was the order of those times. One bors, will find entertainment in TuoHumphreys’ Remedies; In
house had 200 rooms for family use lumne meadows, at the hospitable
English, French, Spanish, PortADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
The suband 22 for worship.
Another one headquarters of the Sierra club, an oruguese or German—mailed free.
This is to warn anyone from trespass- scriber
hereby gives notice that it has been
sheltered 350 aborigines.
ganization of mountaineers who have
•PARTIAL LIST
ing, cutting hay or taking possession in duly appointed administrator of the estate of
Mount Rainier seems to keep per- revealed the Sierra to the world.
any way of the Dodge property at Hewes
FOR
Mo.
VOLNEY THOMPSON, late of Montviile,
«.
Point, Islesboro.
1. Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations
is a Home l'rotector
iu the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
27tf
TEWKSBUKY
DODGE.
2. Worms, Worm Fever
for testimonials, free.
against I nil util za.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
3. Colic, Crying, Wakefulness of Infants
Chest Colds, Head
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
demands against the estate of said deceased
4. Diarrhea of Children and adults
Lucas County, ss.
Colds, Croup and
are desired to present the same for settlement,
7, Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Hronchitis.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
8, Toothache* Faconche. Neuralgia
MINTOL
relieves
Hall’s Famiiy Pills for constipation. N
all congestion.
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney
9, Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo
payment immediately
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
lO. Dyspepsia*Indigestion,Weak Stomach
Deposit Book No. 1985, issued by Waido
& Co., doing business in the City of ToleOF BELFAST.
Giles A. Stuart, a former president of
13. Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis
Trust Company, Belfast.
Finder will
and
State
and
do,
aforesaid,
that
County
Belfast. Me., June 14, 1921.
14. Eczema, Eruptions
the New England Superintendents’ Asplease return same to
said firm will pay the sum of ONE HUN15. Rheumatism, Lumbago
sociation »nd of the Maine State TeachADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subRALPH H. DUNBAR, Treasurer.
DRED DOLLARS 'for each and every ers’
16. Fever and Ague, Malaria
scriber hereby gives notice that she has been
Association, died in Rockland, July
Belfast, July 6 1921—3w27
17. Piles, Blind, Bleeding. Internal. External case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
6th. He was 71 years old. Mr. Stuart
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
19. Catarrh. Influenza, Cold in Head
tbe use of HALL’S CATARRH MEDI- j
had
of
been superintendent
schools in
EMMA M. LEM LEY. late of Searsport,
20. Whooping Cough
CINE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
[
21. Asthma, Oppressed, DiflienIt Breathing
Lewiston, Bath, Chicopee, Mass., New
in the county of Waldo, deceased, and given
Sworn to before me and subscribed in Britain, Ct., and Rockland.
27, Disorders of the Kidneys
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
30, Urinary Incontinence
my presence, this 6tb day of December,
demands against the estate of said deceased
34. Sore Throat, Quinsy
A. W. GLEASON,
of bones, joints and teetb, fractures and
A. D. 1886.
are desired to present the same for settle*77. Grip, Grippe. La Grippe
ISeali
dislocations may be obtained at the office
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
Notary Public.
to make payment immediately to my authorFor sale by druggists everywhere.
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is taken interof
DR. CARL II. STEVENS,
State price first letter.
FLETCHER’S
FOR
ized agent, John R. Dunton, Belfast, Me.
35 Church St., Belfast, Me.
HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., nally and acts through the Blood on the
MINNIE A. BULLARD.
Comer William and Ann Streets, New York. Mucous Surfaces of the System. Send
Tel. 15
3ml5
Boz
Waverly, Mass., May 10,1921.
BY
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NORTON, DEALER, BELFAST

Nourishing

f^OOD ice

Shingles

is

cooling

food—

Second Clear Shingles at

hygienic

Why

shingles

quality.

Cooper&Co.

ice

Dr.M.C. Stephenson

Cream

DENTIST
TEMPLE.

ishing

—

Dr. Hester Brown

constantly

food

Buy

1

brick,

package

get

family’s

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

Tripl-Seal
today,

High

Jersey.

ORRIN J. DICKEY
Insurance
Fire, Liability,

CITY

DRUG STORE

HILLS, Proprietors,

We Are Good Buyers

Square,

—

NOTICE

Tiucking

People

SINCE 1882

36 Hours

|

Kodak Finishing

Piano for Sale

M. A. COOK’S

HUMPHREYS*

Undertaker

Trespass Notice

MINTOL

LOST

Special Notice
X-RAY PICTURES

Children Cry

CASTORIA

Charles R. Coombs

WANTED

Second Hand Kitchen Range

186, Belfast, Maine

Probate Notices

STOCKTON SPRINGS

SiCK KIDNEYS
MAKE LAME BACKS

Mrs. Caroline Knowles, who has been
at the home of her son, F. C. Knowles,
has moved back to her home.
Her

Frank Hopkins of Boston was a holiday
guest at the home of Mr. and Mrs. S. B.
Merrithew.

Cause broken, unrefreshing sleep,
and in many cases that tired feeling
that makes it so hard to get up in
the morning. They also cause loss
of appetite, lack of ambition, and
other troubles,
Hood’s Sarsaparilla contains the
medicinal herbs, barks, roots, etc.,
that strengthen and tone these organs, and relieve their ordinary ailments. Take it.
And if you need a laxative take
Hoad’s Pills,—they work right.

daughter, Mrs. Carrie Norris
dren, are with her.

Emery

Mrs. Lillias S.
brief

visit

with

left Friday for a
Mrs. E. M.

Mr. and

Lawrence in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Dexter Groves of

Lynn,

Mass., visited relatives in town for

sev-

eral days last week!.
Miss Leora

Blaisdell of Burnham arrived July 2nd for a visit with her aunt,
Mrs. George A. Stevens.
Mrs. Evelyn Colcord Shute and her son
Harry spent last week at Camp Skipaki,
the guests of Mrs. N. B. Ginn.
Mr. and Mrs. N. M. Crocker were
from Belfast to
Mr. and Mrs. K.

spe^id the holiday
L. Mudgett.

over

with

|

It is now definitely expected that the
proceeds from the successful fair recently
held, the proceeds to go to furnish the
new library, will come close to $1,500.
Much credit is due Mrs. J. W. Blaisdeli
of Belfast from whose efforts a large
measure of its success resulted.

long

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar N. Davis of Providence are guests of relatives.

force

cared for her over

grandmother,

Mrs. Susie Rendell.

a passage past
the sign to
where they meet trouble.

a

point

The heavy showers of Saturday night
of much value to inumerable gar-

were

on

Miss Mary Hich-

dens in this

school at 12.

Mr.

fers to be called

Oosterhuis,

Cambridge, Mass., left

in their car Tuesday morning of last
week after a short vacation at the Hichborn summer home.

fornia

active member

until her long illness prevented, attended
Rev. Mr. Clark of Frankfort
in a body.
assisted Rev. C. A. Purdy, the officiating

clergyman.

Tasker.
M. R. Rogers recently went to Searsport and returned with an able looking
draft horse.

to the committees and those who helped
materially to make the library fair the

birth of

menu

In the afternoon all atthirty guests.
tended the Bangor Opera House movies
she had

secured
were

seats

Mrs. C. C.

all.

for

Moody,

now, Mrs. F. A. Low, Mrs. S. E. Littlefield, Mrs. Ida Lang, Mrs. T. G. Fellows,
Mrs. Geneva

Freeman, Miss Mildred
Haley, Mrs. William Hall, Mrs. C.

C.
A-

Are YOU

Mrs Olive L. and Miss Miriam Bartlett of Massachusetts are guests of Mrs.

Volney Thompson.

it proved to be.
The delicious
was
much appreciated by her

is

a

in

Tewksbury,

Mass.

Mrs. Jennie Carll, widow of the late
John F. Carll, died July 6th. The funeral
was from the home July 8th.
Mrs. Nellie Bangs and Norman Nash of
have been guests of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Nash.

Or are you one of the growing number of loyal
Maine men and women who are investing "in
Maine hydro-electric companies to bring factories, population, lower taxes and prosperity to the
Pine Tree State?

Tewksbury

of

Mrs. Harden Erskine and son Chauncy
Howard, R. I., are guests of Mr. and

Mrs. F. A. Luce and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Mason recently entertained the following guests from Win-

chester, Mass.: Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Edlef
son, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Crawford and
Miss Marion Henderson.

Western States will bid high for

The Picture You Have Been
Watching For

Exceptional safety, a fair yield, tax exemption
and a chance to put your money to work
buildiny
Maine is offered by an investment in Central
Maine Power Company 7% Preferred Stock.

WILL BE AT THE

COLONIAL THEATRE

WEDNESDAY,

JULY 20

The price is

“Black Beauty”

far less diffi-

net.

ever

assembled

for

W. J, Burns,

Jean

Paige

being 4 miles fijom a plumber
vhen a pipe bursts, to say notiiing of the
ternal inherent vagaries of stove pipes.
L. A. Gardner, who had been at Harrington for a fortnight in the interests of
the Pejepscot Paper Co., was with his
mother, Mrs. Carrie A. Gardner, over the
Fourth, returning to Harrington late in
the day.

Mrs. Gardner and their daughter Elinor are spending a month with the
former’s sister, Mrs. B. J. Cox, in Wilton.
Mr. Knight is proving a worthy successor of Mr. Cummings at the Congregational church, so this village is fortunnate indeed to have a religious revival in
the hands of two “regular fellows” who
a
are in
position to exert upon the

WIIY1W0RT
Rev. A.
his home in

J.

Lockhart has returned to
Mass.

Springfield,

Mrs. Frank Kenney is slowly improving from a very critical illness.
William Dotten and

son

from Baltimore recently for

John
a

came

erly, Mass.,
vacation here.

tures.

a

spe-

Alva C. Treat of Stockton has
been the guest of her sister, Mrs. GenMrs.

00
Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid.
Circulating notes outstanding.*.
Amount due to State banks, bankers ana trust companiesin the United
States and foreign countries...
Cashier’s checks on own bank outstanding.
Total of Items...

eva

Freeman, recently.

Demand deposits

(other than

bank

deposits) subject

secured, none; unsecured, $t>75 13. ;.
U. S. Government Securities Owned

Deposited
All other

Upright
For sale.

Journal

93,540 10

207,513~79

4,400 0°
4,039 58
16,000 0^

22 019 31

7,26227
2,600 00
5

25 000 00
00
50

9,778 21
933 24

10,71145

to Reserve

city

reporting bank
-s.

Total..

In-

LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in.
Surplus lund.”

Office.

Reserved

j

.’.’.'$85,491

profits..
for

49
la r#x6 36

interest and taxes accrued.

Reserved for.
Less

;

..

Undivided

Out of Rodney Jackson’s pasture
bay
mare, weight about 800, with small star
in forehead and a little sore on right forward leg. Return to or notify
EMERY SPRAGUE,
Tel. Liberty, 14-33
Belfast, R. F. D. 4.

“BOSS

items.

on banks located outside of city or town of
reporting bank
and other cash items.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U.S. Treasurer..

LOST

13
107 27

48,747

(;()

Checks

Piano

Used but little.

at The

quire

112,252

5,000

to secure circulation, (U. S. bonds, par
value).
United States Government Securities.

Total of

(deposits payable within 30 days):
Individual deposits subject to check...
133,250 14
2,000 00
Mr. and Mrs. William Hill, who have Dividends unpaid.... *..
now appreciate.
Total demand deposits (other.^ian bank deposits) subject to reserve.$136,250 14
been guests of his parents, left Friday on
A long line of old friends were ready
Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30 days, or subtheir return to Waterville.
to greet Charles A. Snow who with Mrs.
ject to 30 days or more notice, and postal savings):
Certificates of deposit (other than money borrowed).
11,748 30
Mr. and Mrs. Neal C. Merrill of GardiSnow were in the village
eventime deposits.
Other
183,158 46
Saturday
8 60
Postal savings deposit.
ng, passing the night withlMr. and Mrs. ner are guests of her parents, Mr. and
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve...$ 194,915 36
Alfred Fayle. Mr. Snow was on his way Mrs. E. B. Nealley on Upper Main street.
*® Castiue for a superintendents’ convenMr. and Mrs. C. A. McKenney were at
Total....$469,624 45
tion and will shortly return to Richmond their cottage at Northport for a brief
State of Maine, County of Waldo, ss:
where he has been re-elected as superin- stay last week.
They haVe rented it to
I, W. R. Blodgett, Cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
tendent of the union for the coming Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Young.
statement is true to the beat of my knowledge and belief.
W. R. BLODGETT. Cashier.
year.
Mrs. C. R. Hill and a party of friends,
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 9th day of July, 1921.
J. H. SULLIVAN, Notary Public.
Work on the State highway is in full including their son and wife, Mr. and
;
[SEAL]
Correct. Attest: B, F. COLCORD,
)
swing, and the traffic is turned to a de- Mrs. William Hill, have been at their
D. C. NICHOLS,
t Directors.
tour through Sandypoint village which Swan Lake cottage for a stay.
)
J. D. SWEETSER,
younger generation an influence of which
they stand in greater need than they

bunk..'

Overdrafts

Total.
JUNE 24, A BUNCH OF KEYS with Other bonds, securities, etc.
steel heart ring, one flat key bearing the I Banking house, furniture and fixtures.
I Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank.
number 3. Finder please leave at
Cash in vaults and amounts due from National Banks
2w29*
THE JOURNAL OFFICE. Checks on other banks in the same
or town as

Dollars. Cts
60,000 00

profits.$5,000

1>8W-2'!

and bills rediscounted with Federal Reserve Rank
(other than bank acceptances sold). $121,455 99
Notes and bills rediscounted other than with Federal Reserve Bank (other than bank acceptances
sold).. 15.C00 00
f oreign Bills of Exchange or Drafts sold with
indorsement .f this

LOST

LIABILITIES.

Undivided

loans.

Total
Notes

a

$469,624

Total.

busines

RESOURCES
discounts, including rediscounts.

Deduct:

Overseer dry finishing; second hand woolen dyeing, boss finisher for hosiery, second
hand woolen carding; boss dyer cotton
yarns and raw stock.
CHARLES F. RAYMOND AGENCY,
294 Washington St., Boston.

BANK

Deduct:
Foreign Bills of Exchange or Drafts sold with indorsement of this bank.
Overdrafts, secured; unsecured, $107 27.
U. S. Government Securities owned.
Deposited to secure circulation (U S. bonds par value). 50,000 00
All other United States Government Securities.
43,540 10
Total. .‘
Other Bonds, stocks, securities, etc.:
Banking House, $4,000; furniture andjfixtures, $400.
Real estate owned other than banking house.
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank.
Cash in vault and amount due from National Banks
Total of Items.$ 22.019 31
Checks on banns located outside of city or town of reporting bank and
other cash items...,.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S. Treasurer..

City National Bank, at Bell
June 30, 1921.

Male Help Wanted

There Are Many Spectacular Scenes
in This Master Picture

stock paid in.
enjoying their annual Capital
Surplus fund.

Miss Ethel H. Baker is taking

Company, Belfast, Me

in the State of Maine, at the close of

Loans and

vacation.

cial course in English Literature in Columbia University, New York.

Central Maine

REPORT OF THE CONDITION 01

The

Good summer or all year round
Will sell all furnished if wanted.
for selling.
reasons
Inquire on
ELLA EKQUIST,
premises.
8 Cottage Street.
3w28*

Mr. and Mrs. Homer McAuliffeof Bevare

care

N0 ^

office.
home.
Good

men

eside

|

New7 bungalow, 4 rooms and closed in
piazza, good cement cellar, city water,
wired for electric lights.
Berries, pear
trees, 3 lots of land, one hen house. One
minute from shore, 15 minutes from post-

SEARSPORT NATIONAL

a

Representative,

FOR SALE

heads the list of all-star
players under the direction
of DAVID SMITH, famed
as the director of
big pic-

dent to the history of the organization.
The hostess for the day had her house

couple have established themselves in
new home on Cape Jeliison.

6 l-2%

special production.

1

Nine miles fifcm a lemon is a
situation which pales in»o insignificance

share; the yield is

a

Children,

work.

a

AUGUSTA, MAINE

Adults,

'on

$107.50

Central Maine Power Company

is one of the big pictures
of the year. It was produced at an enormous cost
and has one of the largest
and most expensive casts

A. Farris in the Louder Brook section on
the 27th added another enjoyable inci-

much service in hot corners attached to
a
machine gun company. The young

your money

they need it. But will you profit most by investing to insure Western prosperity or by investing in Maine to insure your own.?

prettily decorated and a long table
Wellington Glover of Quincy, Mass., a stretched to accommodate the score of
grandson of the late Joseph F. Frye, ar- participants.
An unexpected feature of
rived from North Haven, where he had the occasion was the singing of Mrs.
PRICES:
28c
been the guest of friends for a fortnight, Walter Simpson, whose voice and manlate Saturday night, and is the guest of ner makes her no stranger to encomi25c
his aunt, Mrs. Everett Staples.
ums; and when she was joined in familiar
John H. Gerrish, who recently returnsongs by Madame Farris their duets
ed to Bangor from Washington, D. C., were received with enthusiasm.
A true
Reserve District No. 1
where he has been studying chiropractic voice at 70 is indeed rare.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE
ior the past six months, came down SatA simple correspondent may nod—
to
receive
a
warm
morning
welurday
Jove did. And so his felicitations apcome from hosts of friends.
pear tardily for Minard N. Ellis and Miss
Emerion whose marriage took
George S. Staples, agent of the M. C. Glynnie
At Searsport, in the State of Maine, at the close of
R. R. at Pittsfield, motored to town Sat- place in Bangor on June 30th with Rev. j
M. Trafton as the officiating clergyRoy
urday afternoon for a timely visit at the
business on June 30, 1921.
man.
Thus closes the first chapter of a
home of his mother, Mrs. Horace Staples,
fine little romance of a most estimable
RESOURCES.
Dollars. Cts,
accompanied by his daughters, the Misses
young woman and a veteran of the world Loans and
discounts, including rediscounts.$112,262 13
.Margaret, Elizabeth and Ruth. They rewar who chanced to
be among the first
turned home Sunday.
Total loans.$112,252 13
It is of great public concern that Harold Griffin has opened a [shop in the Masonic building for plumbing and sheet

of those==

prodigal “Easterners” who is sending “Eastern
money” to California—to attract industries, population, ,and wealth TO CALIFORNIA ?

News has been received here of the
a son to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert

Gay,

one

for

who pre-

drafted from this town at the same
time as his brother Allan, and who saw

companies said:

every dollar a Californian places in this stock brings three
dollars of Eastern or foreign money into California, when
this outside money does come to us, it brings Eastern or outside people, who in turn bring additional industries.

Avon Tasker of Middletown.
Conn., is
passing this month with his father, E. E.

Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell of Belfast gave a
banquet at the Bangor House Saturday

success

hydro-electric

—

by the English equiva-

lent of

Mrs. Everett Hichborn r.nd Mr. and Mrs.

an

Bussey, Mrs. G. H. Clements,
Mrs. C. C. Clements, Mrs. R. L. Clements, Mrs. E. H. Clements, Mrs. Roy
Cole, Mrs. John Cole, Mrs. Ellery Bowden, Mrs. James Foley, Mrs. Philip Good-

Easternhouse,
Gerry Harding has gone to Gardiner
cult young man than the text of his
where he has employment for the sumname might suggest.
He has made a
mer, and his family have left for their
good impression, and being a mixer and
old home at Prospect Ferry to pass the
a live wire will do much towards the remonth of July.
juvenation of the parish.
Mrs. C. W. Leach, who did a rushing
Misses Inez Hanson, associated with
business selling ice cream at the Searsher aunts, the Misses Decrow of West
port celebration on the Fourth, is making
Upton, Mass., have bought a building
a bid for auto patronage brought past her
20x21 and two smaller buildings of the
ioor by the detour incident to the state
scmewhat moribund Sandypoint Ship"oad building.
building Corporation and had them floatHosts of friends of the young couple
ed around on scows to the head of
e
extending felicitations to Clilford Blanchard’s
cove, where they have been
-"art and Miss Emily McKeen on their
placed on foundations and will be conmarriage, which took piace in Searsport verted to a summer
cottage, which will
; esday evening at the Jiome of the ofbe a substantial addition to the group
ficiating clergyman, Re\!. Harold LeMay. which has made the
locality famous.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Sl*ute have moved Having been a part of a “government
back to their farm in Prospect, after yard” they were built and sold
regardless
having lived in the chambers of Mrs. of cost and are admirably adapted to the
Gardner’s house for the past three years, revised purpose and will be
ready fora
while Mr. Shute had
employment at the good time ’n’ everything.
shipyard.
The Current Events club outing and
Mrs. Herman G. Hichborn, Dr. and
picnic dinner at the home of Mrs. Ernest
Albert Ames of

The funeral

Mrs. F. T.

atanley Healey wijs in town Friday presence of Mrs. Annie Verrill, Mr. and
Saturday and ia about to sail for Mrs. Charles Rogers of Searsport, Mrs.
-'oco Solo naval stafion to resume his Fred Black of Sandypoint and the numerduties as yeoman.
ous grandchildren of the family.
Guy Griffin, an old Stockton boy, aca
native of
Rev. Klaas Oosterhuis,
tompanied by his wife, son and daughter Holland and a graduate of the divinity
Tiotored to town for the 3rd and 4th, vis- school of Tufts college, preached for the
second time in the Universalist church
tine numerous relatives.
Andrew B. Berry motored to Rockland on Sunday and was greeted by a congreSaturday returning with his sister and gation of generous size. Regular serrusband, Mr. and Mri. Oliver Lovejoy, vices will be held at 10.45 with Sunday
over

of which she has been

Those who went

and

'ora brief visit with their parents
the Fourth.

year.

urday at 10.30. Sunrise Grange, P. of H.,

where

no

a

services were held at the residence Sat-

Money

A California Writer in urging California people to invest in Cali,

Mr.' and Mrs. W. D. Tasker of WaterSomerville, Mass., a brother, Charles
distance is increased only 2.7 miieB, bt-t Nason, also of Somerville. Her daughter- ville are guests of relatives here and in
Mrs. Whitney, has faithfully Knox.
many car drivers seem possesse I
to in-law,

vicinity. The hay crop is
longer a matter of speculation. It is
practically a failure and cows will be
offered at bargain prices this fall; but
H. Staples arrived
William
Friday there is still
hope for the gardens. In
for a visit with his
from Malden, Mass
I spite of the drought a number of strawmother, Mrs. Horace Staples and brother
berry growers have been able to market
•
Flitner.
a fair crop, notably J. W.
Lambert and
Mr. and Mrs. William Avery returned I Charles Grant.
Friday from a motor trip to Rochester,
Frank Moulton came from Boston to
with Mr. and Mrs. E.
\. Y.,
M; I
pass the holiday with his parents, accomILawrence.
panied by Mrs. Moulton, her mother, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Wardwell of Johnson, and their
friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Rockland were in town Friday to spend Jerre Smith. On the Fourth Mr. and
cae
day with the laitter’s sister, Miss Mrs. Henry S. Moulton, had a reunion of
Nellie Berry.
other members of their family by the
|

in Frankfort, calling
born.

a

Your

Mr. and Mrs. Sewall Staples have a
little son.

and painful illness. Besides her husband
she left a son, Charles L. Whitney of

pass

Mrs. W. A. Scripps of Altadena, Calif.,
was in town on Sunday from her old home

CENTER MONTVILLE

is partly State-aid road and partly
plain
road which has been recently graveled
and put in shape for the purpose. The

occur-

California Wants,

Louise A. Smith. Others who were unable to go were Mrs. George A. Cole,
Mrs. A. W. Shaw, Mrs. C. M. Conant,
Mrs. Geo. Grant, Mrs. Clara M. Merrill.

Miss Inez Jackson is home from New
Hampshire for the summer.

The death of Mrs. George Shaw
red at her home Thursday after

Mrs. A. Earl Trundy and her daughters
Mrs. Sarah Cheney Skolfield of BrunsMadge and Wilmer enjoyed an outing at
wick, widow of Capt. George L. Skolfield,
the Trundy cottages last week.
whose recent death after a long illness
Mrs. John C. Rice of Roxbury, Mass., was an irremediable loss to his
family,
arrived Friday for a visit with her par- friends and town, is in town for a fort
ents, Mr. and Mrs. M. R. LaFurley.
night, having arrived on Tuesday of last
William McG. Buck of Mullins, S. C., week. She is accompanied by her daughter trances, Mrs. Lawrence Smith, and
was a caller last week on his
cousins, the
staying at the Misses Colcord’s, and beMisses Hichborn on -Church street.
ing warmly welcomed by the surviving
Miss Gladys A. Ginn arrived from New
friends of an earlier day.
York on the 2nd to
the summer with
her

and

Campbell, Mrs. I. H. Davis, Mrs. A. L,
Blaisdell, Mrs. F. C. Knowles, Mrs. Esther
Prescott, Mrs. C. R. Hill, Mrs. C. A.
chil- McKenney, Mils. George Weed, Mrs. L.
E. White, Mrs. Carroll L. Young, Miss

current

expenses, interest and taxes paid..
Circulating notes outstanding.
Amounts due to National Banks.................
.Amounts due to State banks, bankers and trust

company's in

the

United States and foreign
countries.
Certified checks outstanding.
Cashier’s checks on own bank
!
outstanding,
Total of items.’
Demand deposits, (other than hank
deposits) subject to reserve (deposits payable within 30 days)^
Individual deposits subject to check.
Certificates of deposits due in less than 30
days’(other than for

SPINNER

for woolen mill on J. & B. mules; overseer cotton
ring spinning, cotton card
grinder, woolen shear tender, napper,
loom fixers, dresser tenders and perc hers.
CHARLES P. RAYMOND AGENCY,
294 Washington St., Boston.

money

^ r^,;

.,

borrowed).

Dividends unpaid
.'.
Total demand deposits (other than bank

..

deposits')'subject to

re-

8erve.
515,1 i.
deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30 days or subject
.o 30 days or more notice and
postal savings):
Certificates of deposit (other than
money borrowed).
Uther time deposits.
ot time deposits subject to Reserve.........
TT
o
,'fotal
.’.'.'.'.’.’.7.’.’.'.’.$2 521 448
U.
Government Securities borrowed.

Time

For Sale
House 26 Church Street, Belfast. Inquire on the premises.
MELVENA P. PARKER,

payable, with Federal Reserve Bank... ...
Liabilities other than above
House
"account!

stated—Banking

State of Maine, County of Waldo, ss:
I, R. A. Bramhall, Cashier of the above-named bank, do
statement is true to the beBt of my knowledge and belief,

LAID BY CONTRACT OR THE HOUR.
Eighteen years'experience in all kinds of
LEE HOWARD,
roof repairing.
lw28*
41 High Street, Belfast.

Subscribed

and

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all for their kindness
to us in our late bereavement and also for
the ; abundance of beautiful flowers sent
to the funeral.
MR. and Mrs. R. H. Sanborn,
*
Mrs. bertha F. Gray.

solemnly

swear

1

R. A. BRAMHA1 I
sworn

to

before

this 11th day of July, 1921.
FULLER C. WENTWORTH, N
Correct—Attest:

me

[seal.]

C. W.

WESCOTT,

SELWYN THOMPSON,
RALPH H. HOWES,

service examinations

for vacancies in Postoflice, Railway Mail,
Government Departments. Men, women,
over 17.
$120 monthly. Experience unFor free particulars write
necessary.
RAYMOND TERRY, (former Civil Service examiner) 806 -Continental Bldg.,
2w28*
Washington, D. C.

Dep!

Total.

SHINGLES
~cTvil

90

Bills

■

1

\

j

Household Furniture for Sale
Dining room set, table, chairs, buffet sideboard, china cabnet; Miss
Library set, table, morris chairs, rockers, writing desk, sectional hoi
case, bed room set complete; rugs, refrigerator, etc.
IVERS & POND PIANO. SALE TO CLOSE AUGUST 1st
ALL AT

BARGAIN PRICES.

ARTHUR E. WILSON.

7 Church Street

Aurora Rebekab
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Southworth
Lodge, I. O. O. F.,
meet only on the fourth
Tuesday have announced the engagement of their
evening in July, August and September. I
daughter, Martha E. to Edward Sullivan
Mrs. Warren .Knowlton and two sons of Portland. Miss. Martha arrived rehave moved from the A.
Perry Coombs cently from Portland and will remain
house on Charles street to the
Godfrey here until her wedding, which takes
house on Cedar street.
place early in September.
will

dedicated to
THOSE
HAVE

WHO

Friday and Saturday afternoons there
a sale of cooked
food, aprons and
fancy articles at the Universalist vestry.
Ice cream will be sold by Arey.

their smile

LOST

September 4

will be

10, 1921

to

of the
_
--

The News ot Belfast!
aimer

time table of the Belfast*

K. R. is

,m

as

follows:
A. M.
6 30
6 35

us

.Lv.
Hit.

46
59
14
21
30
7 42
7 50

"

“

ke.

P. M.
1 10
1 15

6
6
7
7
7

>k
Junction.Ar.

1 26
1 il2

11)7
2
2
2
2

10
20
32
40

nEW ADVERTISEMENTS
Coombs Co. are offering the
front laced corset of Frenfch

j

E. Wilson is olfering household
for sale.
Store gives notice of
nismore
beginning next Thursday,
Bank

lty National
t of condition.

publishes

of condition.

*

Coombs Co. offer some speciafs
k at their new store on High
Parker oilers

V.

a

house

for

aldo Trust Co. advertises bankvice.

Sturm, chiropractors, publish'
■

innal adv.
.card advertises to do shingling.
>prague advertises mare lost,

Sanborn and Mrs.
Gray publish a card of thanks,
of upright piano for sale,
Mrs. R.

H.

nlral Maine Power Co. tells of
nts in California and Maine,
me Furnishing Cs. advertises a
,ie of Chinese grass chairs and
:r-ct Importing Co. offers some
alues.
ard of Registration gives notice
on to revise the voting list.
M. L.

I

Clements, Morrill, offers

con-

George, the son of Rev. and
Mrs. Adolph Rossbach, now at Pitcher’s
Pond, has recently seen a pair. The litas

tle lad is

Miss Gabriella Paige of
Richmond,Va.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Langhorn of

Mrs. Ettie S. Fletcher has in her possession a mutilated bank note of interest.
It was issued Aug. 5,
1850, by the Exchange Bank of Virginia, which promised to pay $20 to the bearer at its banking

Washington, D. C., were entertained at
dinner Sunday by Mrs. Wm. V. Pratt to
meet her house guests, Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Lorillard, Jr., of Boston and Newport.
Mr.

and Mrs. Clarence E. Paul have

authority

a

on

Mark, president,

and C.

B.

Camp,

on

Cedar street and will occupy it.

decision of the Public Utilities
Commission i 1 the fatal accident of
Rogers and Howard R.
Donald B.
Wilson of Belfast employes of the Central Maine Power Company, linds that
the young men lost their lives in coming
in contact with high tention wires. The
closes with

decision

some

recommend-

arrangements of wires
on
poles and urges that poles bearing
high tension wires be specially marked.
as

to the

Dr. Elmer Small, one of the best known
and popular physicians in this section of
the State, will complete fifty-one years
active practice on July 14th, forty-nine
of which have been in Belfast.
He was
educated in the public schools of Vassalboro, Colby College and Dartmouth Col-

Mrs.

Ruth Berry

of Winterport

has

been notified that the body of ,her hus-

band, Corporal Benjamin Berry, will arrive at New York about July llth. Corp.
Berry was the son of Ruel Berry of Newburg and was killed at Chateau Thierry
This is tile second Waldo
in July 1918.
county boy to be brought home from the
battlefields of France.
News was received here Monday of the
death of William M. Rhoades of Portland,
formerly of this city and a native of

blouses, waists, corsets, hosiery,
CAMISOLES. BRASSIERES, ETC.,

Come in and

get

the courage of a much older lad. He
hiked seven miles into the country, with

on

fifteen-pound pack and slept alone in a
covv pasture.
He also prepared his own
supper and breakfast.
a

The fast power boat of J. Rearsley
Mitchell of Philadelphia, who has a beautiful summer place at Dark Harbor, was
in Belfast, Thursday, and
admired by many.

was

greatly

July stock taking and

week’s

ation

acation.
P. Piper has gone to Boston
valuable trotter Sophia Sharp,
in several races in

will enter
usetts.

J. Hoag of this city, who was
Castine for the Central Maine
unpany at the time of the re-

:n

lost his working tools to the
The company lost
jfHce and supplies,
•bout $150.

will be

food, candy

and apron
the Unitarian churcn
July 21st, at 2.30 p. m. If
a

groundsj

('ne sale will take place in the
Ice cream and cake
be on sale during the afternoon,

vestibule.

includes all members of the

Old

Second Maine which went to Mexico in
1916.
The electrical shower

night

was

the most

last

severe

Saturday

tor many

sea

in torrents with sharp
lightning and very heavy thunder almost
continuous for over an hour. Lightning
Rain fell

sons.

struck the

the top of the spile
Francis Catholic church on

cross on

of the St.

Court street, shattering it and scattering
sections all over the lawn. One piece
struck the hard pine steps in the front of
the church with such force as to damage
them.
cross

thick

A piece of the upright part of the
four feet in length and four inches
was

hurled

over

the lawn to the

| door of the vestry in the rear of the
always cool and shady, church. The bolt ran down the top secj
u ideal place for the sale.
i tion of the spire tearing off the side limsh
Bradbury of New York, who | and then changed- its course and came

mils

are

resident at Swan

out of the window in the second section

about twenty-five years, anly committed an unlawful act
vdnesday in fishing with tnree
He was summoned to appear be-

completely shattering the outside blind.

in

a

summer

r

■

ge Clyde R. Chapman of the
ji Court, when he plead
guilty

lined $15, which he paid.

summer residence in Swanville of
Mr. and Mrs. Zenas D. Hartshorn of this

The

struck in the same shower and
in the house with the ex
ception of those occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
Hartshorn and their daughter Martha
was more or less injured.

city

was

every

room

Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Roberts of Reading, Mass., with friends are at Bayside
for the season and are frequent visitors
in the city.

the Castine Normal school Alumni AssoMiss Wescott is a graduate of

ciation.

the school and

a

former teacher.

Miss

In

iive in Brewer.

a

famine situation in North China:
“The recent heavy rains have been of
great value to the country and I believe
that we can safely look forward to fairly
good crops this summer. Of course there
is still much sutfering but not anywhere
near as much as there has been during
the winter months. The early crops are
now ripening and the people will soon be
Much of the
able to feed themselves.
famine relief this year has been furnished
in a manner that will be of permanent
value to the country. Labor has been
employed on road building and the digging of wells, etc. This has been especially true of the American part of the famine
We are in hopes there may never
relief.
be another famine as severe as the one
The openwe have just passed through.
ing of roads and railroads will make it
easier to feed the people of one section
from another section in the future and
wells will enable the people to irrigate
their lands and thus escape the rigors of
j the droughts in the future.
The political conditions here now seem
1 a little more settled and I think that we
will probably get through the summer
The miliI with no very serious trouble.
tary leaders have been furnished money
I to meet their present needs and, therefore, there is no need of their fighting
I believe that gradually
one another.
China is going to get herself out of her
present troubles and in condition to as
sume her rightful place in the world.”

the Fourth and for me to j pick out
landing field and mark it with white
sheets as he and a pilot were going to 11 y
down and that Capt. and Mrs
Wheeler
would come by auto. I made all arrangements and at 10.45 Bert put in an appearWhen at an altitude of 5,000 feet
be crawled out on the wing and jumped
off with a parachute landing in a corn
field a short distance from the house.
His pilot, Lieut. Tyndall, landed the machine at the field. It had some thrills
for the
people in this part of the
ance.

country.”
Changes in Maine Fish Lav. s, The
following is of local interest in the private
and special fish laws passed by the last
Legislature which became effective last

A score of location finders searched California for unusual spots and were busy

the ice is out of the brook or stream fished in the following spring.”

nearly finished. Director David Smith worked early and

It will be noted by the above amendment that an exception is made in the

late to get unusual effects. Some times
the company worked during the night,

case

from sunset until sunrise and then there

period of working from sunWith everything moving
at record speed it required over four
months to produce the big spectacle.

would be

a

rise to sunset.

Chautauqua a Great Success.
Community Chautauqua week opened in
the big tent on the Court street side of
school common Tuesday evening with
the Syracuse Varsity Quartet. The ten
was practically filled and the audience
for the first night the most enthusiastic
to meet these regular summer friends.

of that portion of Moose River between Brassua lake and Moosehead lake
and that a special law applies to all the
brooks and streams in Waldo county, all
former special regulations on brooks and
streams in the county having been re
pealed. Consequently in the county of
Waldo the closed season hereafter, until
the law is changed, will be from July
15th until the ice is out of the brook or
stream fished iu the following spring.

Boy Wanted

Infantry quartet;
Rogers,
second bass; J. Sherman Schoonmaker,
second tenor and pianist, and D. W.

FOR SALE

Vincent V.

We take pleasure in announcing to the ladies
of this community that we have added to our
corset stock the Modart Front Laced Corset—a
corset of French design, made upon honor, to
give the greatest amount of service and comfort

possible.
The Modart Corset Company make Front
Laced’f Corsets and nothing else. They make
only the better class goods.
1

Front Laced Corsets have come to the front
very rapidly.
Only ten years ago there were only some half dozen houses
making Front Laced Ccjrsets. Yet so rapid has been their increase in the hearts
and on the figures of women that today there are more manufacturers making
front laced corsets than* back laced corsets.
COMb IN AND LET US SHOW YOU

£

V ^ :

H.
Masonic

TERMS CASH.

H. Coombs

Temple

j

High Street,

Company,
Belfast, Maine’J

Murphy,

tenor and manager
The program consists of bright parodies, old time
songs, and original jokes, given in genuine glee club style by coll ge men. Their
camp fire scene featuring songs with
banjo interludes was very effective and
natural. In fact they were natural and
original and consequently entertaining.
Wednesday afternoon and evening the
novelty entertainment is by the Arion
artists with lecture at 8.45 on “Quit
Passing the Buck,” by Sherman Rogers.
Thursday the New Englanders will furnish the musical program, with Brush
the great magician in a program of
“Magic, Mirth and Mystery.” Friday
the International Concert Party will give
the musical program at 2.30 and 8.00 p.
m., while at 8 45 Strickland Gillilan will
give a humorous lecture on “Just Between Ourselves.” Saturday at 2.30
“Mother” Lake will speak on the “Divine Rights of the Child” and at 8
p. m. there will be the dramatic pro
duction, “The Cinderella Man,” by a
cast of New York players.
Sunday the
Princess Nacoomee Company with a lecture by Chief Taban will furnish the
The Junior
unique Indian program.
Chautauqua program is nearly a continuous one with sports, stunts, stories and
the scenic pageant, The Cruise of the
Jollity, Saturday afternoon. Parents
can trust their children for all of these
features.
The children's parade Tuesday evening was a pleasing feature.
Practically all of the course tickets were
sold the first night.
Don’t miss this op-

portunity.

Co..
Furnishing
MAINE,

BELFAST.

9x12 size Chinese Grass Rugs still

selling

at

$9.95

Colonial Theatre
TODAY
'George Melford’s Production
of Service

"Costs Less per Month

“The Jucklins”

*

From the famous novel by Opie
Read,
featuring MABLE JULIENE SCOIT.

A Sound Business

FRIDAY

Policy
Service First

The

Big Laugh Show
Mack Sennett’s Comedians
and Beauty Bunch in

•

Advice Second

“Home Talent”

Sales Third

SATURDAY
We do everything possible to
help the motorist get maximum Service from his pres-

A limited

quantity of boards,
plank, 2x4, etc., suitable for
building purposes. This lumber will be delivered in Belfast and vicinity at reduced

BOAT BARGAINS

engine.
Three new family rowboats at secondhand prices. One small boat, 14 ft., new.
One scow, decked over, 25 ft. long, 10 ft.
wide, nearly new. Sell at a bargain Address
GEO. M. GRAY,
28tf
59 High Street, Belfast, Me.

WITH

Lois Wilson, Lila Lee, Jack
Hoit and Conrad Nagle

customer.

All battery repairing is
done by an expert on an Six
Months’ adjustment basis.

TUESDAY
JUSTINE JOHNSTONE
—t.\T—

FAMOUS VESTA FOR

A

“Sheltered

EVERY CAK MADE

Daughters”

A story that pleads with parents to
teach their daughters.

“Costs Less Per Month of Service”

WEDNESDAY

At

B. O. Norton’s

“Black Beauty”

Go.

Lewis A. Gannon

Better than the Book.

Garage.

Belfast, Maine.

High. Street,

1921 DORT CAR
FOtf SALE

Standard I C 1 C Reduce d 4~
Garden IL/iiJ in price tI
Town
Blend

Aficw
Winner

rnFhFF
VUl I LL

One of the best looking $nd most economical to run on the market—20 miles to
gallon gas. Reason for selling: 1 intended to do public car business, but changing
my mind and having another car did not
need this. The car has never been run.
Price $900.
R gulnr price $995. Anyone
interested call and see me before buying.
Inquire of
tf21
C. W. LANCASTER, Belfast.

Ik

IU,

9'1C

£v)ib.

Hr"eh Nap.Milk Can86 I OC
‘Sweet Nut’ Margarine 25ib
«

in

Effect

on

Many Other Lines.

Direct Importinq Co.,
10 Main St, Belfast, Me.
Stores also:
PITTSFIELD

CAMDEN

ROCKLAND
“EVERY THING

Postage Prepaid

GU AR AN
on

TEED””

$1 Mail Orders

REGISTRATION

OF

VOTERS
Notice is hereby given that the Board
of Registration of voters of the City of
Belfast will be in session in the Aidermen’s Room, Memorial Building, Monday, luesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
July, 25, 26, 27 and 28, 1921, for the purpose of revising the voting lists
No new names will be added to the list
but all voters who changed their place of
residence before April 1st last are requested to notify the Board at that time.
The hours of session will be from 10 DO
a. m. to 1.00 p. m.; from 3.00 to 5.00 and
I from 7 oO to 9.00 p. n..
Per order.
28
WM. A. MASON, Chairman.

|

FOR SALE

For

Sale

FOUR ROOM HOUSE. Good sumall year round home. City water,
garden and out buildings. One minute
walk from shore.
Will sell at a bargain.
Good reasons for selling. Inquire of
S. B. WANING,
7 Cottage Street, Belfast.
3w27p

LOST

ic poor m3r >\

Fovr with 5
Al
horse power Detroit engi le.
Will sell cheap for
first-class condition.
cash. Tel. Belfast, 89 6.
FRED B. STINSON,
North Searsport, Maine.
tf23
*

^

NOTICE
Well

Dresssd

People

down at the heels and they
always stand upon GOOD j>OLE3.
You will find quality and service at the
are never

run

On the road from Liberty Village
and Sherman's Corner, a white ivory
DAVIS SHOE HOSPITAL
manicure set of six pieces in a green bro- j
75 High Street.
caded case. The finder will please leave
Work received by parcel post given
it at Olin Harriman's store or at the Jour- ; prompt attention. Tel. 292-3.
*lw26
nal office.
Iw38

TO

LOST
SMALL ROW BOAT, painted white with
drab oars, from mooring at Temple
Heights. Suitable reward.
ORRIN J. DICKEY,
lw28
Belfast, Maine

“Midsummer Madness’’

We Sell only when it is
the greatest economy to the

mer or

One motorboat, 25 ft. over all, 7 (ft.
wide, 4 1-2 h. p. Knox engine. Speed, 8
to 9 miles per hour. Cost $550. Sell onehalf price. Hull, enginb, nearly new.
Rare bargain.
One 16-ft. Hull, oak keel timbers.
Decks and coamings, etc., all fitted for

MONDAY
Paramount Special

tery is worth it.

MILTON B.
28tf

EILEEN PERCY in
“The Blushing Bride”

We advise Repairing or
Rebuilding when the bat-

prices.
HILLS,
Belfast, Maine.

William Fox Presents

battery.

ent

SWEEPING PRICE REDUCTIONS

The Dinsmore Store

$9.75

Choice]

a

Vitagraph studios at Hollywood, Cal., Saturday:
a small city during the filming of
“In the brooks, streams and rivers of
the big special production, “lilacs, beau- the State, above tidewaters, the annual
ty,” which will be shown at Colonial closed season on trout, salmon and landlocked salmon shall be from Sept. 15th to
Theatre, Wednesday, July 20th. A black- the time the ice is out of
the brook, stream
smith shop, school, hairdresser, harness or river fished in the
following spring,
dressmaker,
and
on
black bass and white perch from
maker, wheelwright, stables,
lath
until
June
20th
of the followcarpenter, electrician, feed store and ad- Sept,
in Moose river, between
ministration building were among the es- ing year; except
Brassua lake and Moosehead lake, it shall
tablishments made necessary by the mag- be unlawful to fish in the
spring until
nitude of the production. A number of May hrst, and it shall be lawful to take
doctors and veterinary surgeons were in landlocked salmon and trout in the ordi
of casting, with artificial flies,
constant attendance during the produc- nary way
from Sept. 15th to Sept. 30th, both days
tion. A large force of clerks were conin
said portion of Moose river,
inclusive,
stantly engaged keeping record of cos- and except in the county of Waldo, the
annual closed season in the brooks and
tumes, him, scenes taken, footage used,
s reams on landlocked salmon, trout and
purchases made and equipment available.
togue, shall be from July 15th to the time

was

Your

The Home

a. m.

became

until this film

$9.75

Mrs E. J. Morison arrived
Thursday.
She spent the winter in San Juan, Porto
Rico, with her daughter, Mrs. Amos J.

The quartet consists of John A. Carey,
baritone, at one time of the famous 108th

;

This lot of Chairs and Rockers formerly priced at $16.00 to $21.50. One price
for this lot:

The annual reunion of the family of
Jacob Cunningham was held in Waldo

Mary Shields, R. N., of Yarmouthport, King, and was several weeks
with her
Mass., a graduate of the Massachusetts daughter, Mrs. Avis M. Morison
of
Mrs. Alton Ridley lias received a letter General Hospital, is substituting at the
Springfield, Mass., while en route home.
from her brother, Victor M. Colson, from Hospital during Miss Wescott’s absence.
In a home letter Frank W. Twombly of
the U. S. N. Ammunition Dept, at Puget
The Bangor Commercial of July 7th
Cincinnati,
Ohio, son of Charles H.
date
of
under
June
25th.
Sound, Wash.,
has an interesting article on B H. S.
Twombly of this city, says of another
He was recently transferred from the U.
graduates of thirty years ago, who have Belfast
boy, Capt. Albert W. Stevens:
S. S. New York to the Naval Magazine
made good.
Many occupy prominent "As I
told you, I am one of the commitDept having been on the ship for nearly places in business and the professions
tee to run the public park in our district
four years, 13 months of which he was here and elsewhere. Among the brief
this summer and we had a fine program
in
the
American
with
on duty
Squadron
sketches of the graduates we find the
for the Fourth, but the King B. stunt
the North Sea. He has received a grand
well
as
former
known here
following,
was pulled ofF by Bert
Stevens, who was
ileet medal for service rendered. For the residents:
the guest at our home.
Bert phoned me
past two years he has been on the Pacific
One of the most prosperous members of
from Dayton that he would arrive at 10.30
Coast. Just before leaving the New York the class is Ralph A. Peavey, who lias

personal letter dated June 6th Dr.
of only 2,600 are known but all members Stanley D. Wilson of Peking, China, gives
are invited to be present and this invitthe following encouraging report of the
103rd, but the addresses

These chairs and rockers are our own direct importation from Hongkong, China,
and are made from the strong sea grass
that grows in China, which is very duraable, but still flexible enough to give great
comfort. As the grass grows in water it
is not affected by dampness, in fact, the
chairs are washable, which makes them well
adaptable for porch use as well as indoors.

The annual business meeting for the
election of officers of the Student Alumni Association of the
Belfast High
leader, have made record hiK.es the past
Sunday with forty present. Among them School will be held at the City National
week. David F. Hoxie, the son of Mr.
were Mrs. Gertrude Page and family of Bank Tuesday, July 19th at 4 o’clock.
and Mrs. Hall F. Hoxie, who moved to
this city, including her sons, Carl and
Auburn several mouths ago, still retains
Frank Howard, assistant to Mr. W. C.
Norman Hubbard, who are at home for a
his membership in the Belfast Troop and
Jefferds of the Associated Press in PortFairfield.
visit
from
ten days’
is spending a week here. He left Auland, has been in Belfast the past week
burn Tuesday morning with a twentyArthur L. Thayer, chairman of the as the guest of Mrs. Ella Sanborn. He is
pound pack and arrived here last Thurs- State Accident Com.; G. W. Smith, In- a bright lad and was an interesting caller
day morning. He slept both nights alone surance Com.;RoscoeEddy, Labor Com.; at The Journal Office Saturday.
out of doors, but did take a ride a part of A. M. Garceion, Associate Member and
Mr. and Mrs. Amos P. Lord and Miss
the way between Lewiston and Augusta. John E. Nelson, attorney, were here yesJessie A. [ones of Camden were guests
B.
B.
A cordial welcome awaited Dave when terday to act on the
Greenlaw acover Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
S.
he arrived as he was a first class and cident. The decision was reserved.
Perkins, in an auto trip to Georges
Scout.
the
little
son
of
popular
John A.,
Miss Alice Wescott, R. N., the popu- Lake, Liberty.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Dr. and Mrs. Orris S. Vickery, has also
lar superintendent of the Waldo County Juan and daughter Josephine of this
city
passed his test as a first class scout, and
Hospital, is spending a few weeks at were also guests of Mr. and Mrs. Perkins
one of his recent tests would have drawm
of
in
the
of
charge
for the day.
Sandypoint
cottage
Two members of Belfast Boy
Scouts,
Troop Three, with George H. Robertson,

ring.

members of the

at

Next Door to National Bank.

advertises

i.uard, Stevens & Bearce Shoe
gan work Monday after their

bargains

Ci rass

Chairs and Rockers

MISS HILTON’S
Waist and Specialty Shop

for sale.

Co.

real

some

Northport. He was ill only a week with he was guest of honor at a dinner given made a fortune out west. He was one of
sumu -Burgess
Mr. Rhoades was by the Pharmacist, R. M. Porter, U.S.N., the live wires of the class. Every
ptomaine poisoning.
mer he comes from Dallas, Texas, with
U ctrical.
frequently in Belfast as he had travelled at the latter’s home on South Pacific his mother and sister, Eva, to their sum.1 Dickey advertises row boat I
many years for a Milwaukee Flour Co.
street, San Pedro, Calif. Covers were mer home in Belfast. Eva was one of the
blight students of the class.
He had many friends in this vicinity. laid for eight including members of Mr
M Gray offers boats for sale,
The only minister of the class is Rev.
Ilis remains were taken to Braintree, Porter’s family and several hospital corps
Eugene S. Philbrook, who is well known
s Ludwi?k offers house lots, etc.,
he
had
been
on
interment.
duty. here, as he visits here frequently. He is
Mass., for
men, with whom
He was associated with Mr. Porter since a pastor of a flourishing Baptist church
of the old Second
A
real
reunion
at one
B. Hills has lumber for sale.
September, 1919. His new duties are in the vicinity of Boston and was,
Maine, 103rd Infantry will be held at
time pastor in the Belfast and Augusta
of manicure set lost,
mainly of dispensing churches. He was a member of Columconsisting
clerical,
Camp Keys, Augusta, Wednesday and
of Hat to let.
and first aid with a detachment of bia 3tre X Baptist church while in Bangor,
Thursday, July 20th and 21st. Gen. drugs
and is regarded highly by those who
45 marines and 127 civilians. He is look
Gen.
Col.
Hume
and
able
to
ride
is
Edwards,
Cole,
nseph Tyler
up
He has a sister in Bangor,
forward to a furlough next September know him.
ing
Gov. Baxter will be
r being confined to her home on
present. There
Miss Beulah Philbrook, who is agent for
and will visit his home in Belfast for the
will be a regimental review, sports and a
prevention of cruelty to animals. His
■et as the result of a fall in the
first time since 1916.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. J Philbrook,
banquet. There were at one time-8,000
rass

Chinese

I shall have a Bargain Counter until further notice
of Crepe de Chene, Georgette and Voile Waists,
White Dress Skirts, Colored Silk Hosiery.

cash-

on

Mrs. Fred Philbrook, who have been living in the Slugg house on Congress
street, have bought the Richards house

VERY SPECIAL SALE

BESIDES MY UP-TO-DATE LINE OF

house in Norfolk. The bill was numbered 1921 bearing the signatures of G. W.

ier. The bank then had a capital of
$1,Congress
800,000. Its embellishment consists of
street and wil Imove there fr m the PerIndian scenery, canoe, full rigged ship
son house on the same street.
Mr. and
and photos of Washington and Adams.

bought the Mudgett house

lege and took his M. D. degree at the
Maine Medical College. He has a large
practice.

.•suist offers bungalow for sale,
of keys lost.

pleased to bring proof to the

are

trary

born naturalist and already an
flowers, birds, butterflies
and the like.

ations

irsport National Bank publishes
t

we

Monday to attend the presentation of a
movie feature in “The Woman God
Changed.”

The

lonial Theatre publishes picture
and special production of Blavk
r

Clifford, the local manag r
Colonial Theatre, was in Bangor

Walter J.

It is generally claimed that mourning
are not seen in this
vicinity, but

doves

Counter

Bargain

Flat

lights,

LET

first floor, Heat,
and bath.
25 Congress Street.
on

Launch

Louise

CAPT. WILLIAM A. DECROW
The Louise is for charter by pleasure
sailing parties and those wishing to be
taken to any point on Penobscot Bay.
Rates Reasonable.
Telephone 222-13.
tf26

THIS

MAN

DAWES

OF AMERICA

1

meaning.
If

there is

interference, thimble-rig-

pettifoggery, the offenders are
likely to find themselves embalmed for
public delectation in words that scorch
and bite.—Philadelphia Pub Ledger.
or

THE
If

a

MAN

man

AND HIS

cannot recover

can

,

Ol'

ot its uimtutched liistorical associations, is liie venerable ltoine of John
Carlyle, who came to America as collector of customs for the British

_

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which
has be
in use for over
thirty years, has borne the signature t
-— and has been made under his
Per
“°"aI supervision since its
infancy,
m
Allow no one to deceive
you in >;
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “
Just-as-good ” are Y
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health ‘I
Infants and Children—Experience against
Experim.o

Crown.
It is located

tlie Potomac river
in Alexandria, Virginia, which settlement was at that time a sort of American headquarters for the British empire. It was built in 1752, on top of
an old fort which it is
thought was
constructed about the year 1000.
Solidly built of cut stone which it
is believed was brought from England,
the walls of this two-story-and basemem house are
wonderfully well preserved anil much of \he interior furnishings remain but little unchanged
from the days when this was the
scene of much old-fashioned
hospitalnear

What issubstitute
CASTORIA
Castor Oil, Pa^.

c
Castoria
is a

Tn the hallway stands a slender,
grandfather s clock which 1'or- more
than a century recorded the
passing
oi time.
Upstairs is the ancient canopy bed. so high that a step was necessary to enable one to comfortably
climb into it. in which slept General
Braddock who was sent to this country to take charge of the British forces
during the French and, Indian

GENUINE

ALWAYS

In Use For Over 30 Years

The Ksnd You Have Always
Bought

fre-

MARY

Mary E.

r~' T A
-m

E. PACKARD

Packard died

at

COM PANY,

daughter, Mrs. H. D. Crie,
233 Broadway, Rcckland, at 9 p. m.
Thursday, June 30th. Mrs. Packard was

To BANGOR DAILY

she has made her heme wi'h her dauglj
ter, Mrs. Crie. She had always founo '

:

relatives

CITY.

Subscribe ter the

News

*Just fill in the attached coupon and send it
along to

of Edward Packard of Searsmcnt, where they lived until Mr. Packard’s death thirteen years ago, since then

j

YORK

“MAINE'S FAVORMF DAIIA ’*

wife

great pleasi re in returning to her old
home in Searsmont, passing many enjoy,
able weeks each vear with her stepdaugter, Mrs. prank Rokes, and among other

NFW

Bangor Daily

home of her

the

R

Be up to date.
the

with Si

us

NbWS, Bangor,

Mai

Please send the Bangor Daily News to

Name..
Postofiice Address.
Continue the paper to me at the end of three months at the
rates unless I order the paper discontinued.
Paper will he stopped promptly w'hen ordered.

and friends.

She had always
looked forward to the annual visit to lnr
native town where she found love and

The only safe way to remit is by Check, Post .ftice
Money Order

happiness awaiting tier. Words cannot
the ideal character of this lovely

or

I

\

express
1

life.

She devoted her entire time to her
relatives and friends ami to her
Only those most intimately ac-

American

family,
God.

j

quainted with her can appreciate this un- ;
tiring service. She leaves to mourn their I
loss her daughter. Mrs. Horatio
Crie,who !
is her only child, two
stepchildren, Mrs. !
Frank Rokes and Joseph Packard of
|
charged.
Searsmont, three brothers, Henry,
Rights and liabilities go together. This
Charles
and
George Ladd, three sisters,
case is the case of the
rights of a free
workman against the liability of a legal- Mrs. Nettie Hunt, Mrs. Nellie Fovvles,
ly incorporated organization of other Mrs. Fred Sturtevant and ten
grandchilworkmen.—Bangor Commercial.
dren. The funeral was held in

Chief Justice Taft.

Ships Now Sail Seven So

Law School of the University of Cincin ! experience, broadened by his service in
of Philippine Commission i many public capacities, including the
odist ctiurch in Searsmont, where she
President Harding’s nomination of Wil- ami Civii Governor of the islands.
He i highest office in the country, give promise
had long been a faithful member
H. Taft to the vacant post of Chief served as Secretary of War under Presi- °f a fruitful career as head of tile counand an liam
Justice of the Sup.erne Court of the dent Roosevelt, whom he succeeded as try’s greatest tribunal.
active woiker, Sunday
afternoon, July United States has met general
Ciiief Executive, and after leaving the I
expecta! 3rd.
Boothbay camp for boys and Merrytion. The name of the ex-President has presidency became a prolessor of law at !
been the most prominently mentioned in I Yal. and was chosen president of the meeting camp for girls, both on the KenEXPECT HALE HAY CROP
connection with the ofhce since the death Amencan P.ar Association.
During the nebec, ttie former on an island just above
of Chief Justice Whi’e, who, it may be war he was co chairman of tile National ,,
NT
......
War Labor Board, or. leave of absence the Narrows, Bath, and the latter at the
Commissioner of Agriculture Frank P. recalled, owed his appointment to his sue
P
Merry-meeting
bay,
Washburn said Friday that on account of cessor in the post when the latter was from Yale, returning to ins professorship
n,
f
u
1 hey
a"
j
7
President
The new Chief Justice, who a. ter the board was dissolved.
Because
7f
the dry weather, he believed that the hay
down
of
his
well-known judicial habit and ternU-p ?nd
is in his sixty-fourth vear, was a judge
Ul
!
; crop for this year would not be over 50 of the Ohio Superior Court
he has been chosen as arbitrator ir.
7ople «:vln« every
thirty-four per,
evllience of thoroughly enjoying their
'<
per cent, of a normal harvest. However, years ago and later Solicti r Gen ral of many important controversies, indeed, he
7° b°VS
;
was servi -g hi sucii a
capacdy in Canada 7-777
Mr. Washburn thought that the crop in the United States and Federal circuit.
APe“le'' for this .seas“n- Most
when
news of his appointment and confirCourt
In
the
Judge.
intervals of legal
Aroostook would be normal, because of
***
nd judicial work lie was Dean of the mationjreachedh.m H,s Huai training and
the fact that the dry weather does not
seem to affect the Aroostook soil as
much
as it does in other sections of the
Stale.
;
Commissioner Washburn further stated
that tlure would be about a 30 per cent,
of the strawberry crop on account of the
scarcity of rain, but that he did not think
that the blueberry crop would be affected
very much.
Commissioner Washburn also said that
he did not think that the potato crop has
j
been damaged and that there will be an
the Meth-

JAPAN AND THE MONROE
DOCTRINE.

CASTOR IA

►

It was in the blue-room of ibis mansion that the celebrated and historic
Council of the Governors of the Colonies was held, which contributed so
to the growing discontent that
later expressed itself in the Revolutionary war.

Mrs.

:

nati, president

--

Japanese statesmen have frequently
alleged that if the United States can
properly have and enforce a Monroe doctrine for the Americas, Japan can, with
equal propriety, set up and enforce a

Monroe doctrine for Asia.
Nothing would please the American
people better. The Monroe doctrine is
that we should consider it an “unfriendly
act” for any non-American country to
attempt by force to occupy any territory
within the boundaries of any established
American state. It is a protective doctrine.
We make no charge for it, and
claim and get no compensation whatever.
W e ask for no “concessions” of any kind
Trade on equal terms is open, so far as
we are
concerned, to all the world If, in
Pursuance of treaty rights, we interfere
to maintain internal
order, we leave as
soon as order is restored.
We control no
“ports.” We let the people build their
own railroads or go without them.
If our
citizens go to those countries or invest
money in them, they are subject to local
average yield.
law.
if Japan would set up that kind of a
doctrine for Asia, beginning with the MAN GIVES W|.
E
abandonment of its own special claims
of every kind, leaving in particular the
MIXTLRL
Chinese to do precisely what they please j
She had stomach trouble for years.
with their own country, the people of
the rest of the worid would most heartily ! After giving her simple buckthorn bark,
glycerine, etc., as mixed in Adler-i-ka,
rejoice.—San Francisco Chronicle.
her husband says: “My wife feels fine
now and has gained weight.
It is wonDICTIONARY GIRLS
derful stomach medicine.
Adler i-ka
acts on BCTii upper and lower bovfel, re
A disagreeable girl—Annie Mosity.
moving foul matter which poisoned stomA sweet girl—Carrie Mel.
ach and which you never thought was in
A very pleasant girl—Jenny Rosity.
EXCELLENT for gas on
your system.
A smooth girl—Amelia Ration.
the stomach or chronic constipation.
1
A seedy girl—Cora Ander.
Guards
against
appendicitis.
The imA clear case of girl—E. Lucy Date.
purities it brings out will surprise you.
A geometrical girl—Polly Gon.
City Drug Store, Head & Hills, proprieNot orthodox—Hetty Rodoxy.
tors, Post ilice Square, bellast.
One of the best girls—lti 11 a Gant.
A flower girl—Rhoda Dsndron.
A musical girl—Sarah Nade.
A profound girl—Mettie Physics.
A star girl—Meta Oric.
A clinging girl—Jessie Mine.
A nervous girl—Hester leal.
A muscular girl—Callie Sthenic.
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GLYCERINE

Joe Peppin of the depot camps at BrasLake has stopped the depredations at
that camp carried on by a big bear by
shooting bruin. Joe claimed the bear
weighed over 50U pounds and proved it
by taking it to Jackman, where it was
weighed. It was very fat, through the
rich fare it had by its thefts at the camp.

sua

WILL

PREVENT

MUCH

this time of year.
Hood’s Pills, which are gentle and thorough, may be taken wifh it, in cases
where there is need of a cathartic or laxtive.
at

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORI

A

Buy
and

some

in the world on an chairman of the United
American
Americans no ping Hoard
need go to sea or ship
“Our Merchant Marin,
their
goods in
foreign
bottoms. sustained if it is to be
That, to-day. is (he proud message de'dar.-s Rear Admiral \\
from the National Capital to the commissioner of the l.American people
Shipping Hoard
Not
only in quantity
From every port in the country
American fleet excel, loi1
now sail stately and luxurious vesHen*
are
some of
the
sels, under the Am rican flag, carrying passengers and cargo to every many American passen-.
rn
vei
which
the
t
ling
country in the glob.
accustomed
only on Id
The nation, through the United
rooms wit!
States Shipping 1>« nl. is dinging a liners;—public
and music rooms,
lounges
new
Declaration
of
Independence den verandas and wrH
to the world, indepeudence of forhall rooms, glass cm I
eign vessels, for American travelers ados,
swimming tanks.
and commerce.
shower and tub baths
With a proud merchant fleet numAfter forty-six ynbering
vessels of
3,700
I ’nit. d
33.s:»i) the
States
tons
deadweight
(not
including which time he saw n..
small ships), according to official
Hag, except on ships .q v
figures compiled to May 1. it is now d'sa p,< ;ir from tl>
.k
“up to” the people of the United chief officer of the great
Shates to keep that fleet on the Meet
of
merchantmen
seven seas
Of this great total the structed. Admiral H. nsi
United States Shipping Board owns his countrymen to sui
and
controls * 1.720
vessels
of fleet.
11,139,406 deadweight tons.
“We have the ships.' h.
“We must take the huge corpora- “The United States Shipp
tion, the largest the world has ever is using every endeavor
known, and make It an Institution this
vast
fleet
into
a
of whioh every American will be enterprise, but we need the
proud.” dec’ares Albert D Lasker. lion of every American

P. A.

ship!
ANYWHERE
longer

We print it right here that if you don’t know the
“feel” and the friendship of a joy’us
jimmy pipe
GO GET ONE! And
get some Prince Albert and
bang a howdy-do on the big smoke-gong!

1

—

—

Foundation
Crown of

Twin Bed Staterooms, Private Baths and Nurseries for the
Give Hints of Luxuries Provided cn Ships of the New
American Merchant Marine

pipe—

Get the joy that’s due you!

humidors and in the
pound crystal glass
humidor
with
sponge moistener
top.

of Breakfast—

a

*>•••■

Prince Albert is
sold in toppy red
bags, tidy red tins,
handsome pound
and half pound tin

SICKNESS.

These enervating days are fraught with
danger to people whose systems are poorly sustained. This leads the makers of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla to say, in the interest
of the less robust, that the full effects of
this good old family medicine justifies
calling it, not only a blood-purifier but
also a tonic. It is sustaining. It gives
strength, aids digestion,promotes refreshing sleep, and will prevent much sickness

Ti

wars.

MRS.

1

for

It is pleasant. It contai
other narcotic substance

neither Opium, Morphine nor
age is its guarantee. For more than thirty years it
been in constant use for the relief of
Constipation, Flatuie
Wind Colic and
Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness an
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels,
ttie assimilation of Food;
giving healthy and natural s.
The Children’s Comfort —The Mother’s Friend.

said
that his commission as commander in
Chief
of
the
Colonial
was
army
handed to him in tin's house!

j

harmless

Drops and Soothing Syrups.

ity.

General George Washington
quently visited here and it is

he

recover for his job?
In Chattanooga, a
former employe of the Southern Railway
is suing the Brotht rhood of Railway
Trainmen, asking S'),000 damages because, he alleges, at the instance of the
union he was discharged on account of
being a non-union laborer, lost his remunerative job and suffered other and
attendant losses b> reason of being “fired." Two important points—new in the
courts of Tennessee and probably many
other States—are to be settled by this
suit.
Whether a non-union man discharged at the instance of the union has
any rights of recourse at law and whether
a union, such as the brotherhood
against
which this former raiiroad employe has
lodged formal legal c.omplaint, may be
sued for monetary damages in such circumstances.
If it is decided that the corporate union
is on the same footing .as any other corporation, then if this non-union man
shows that he lost his means of earning
a livelihood from the railroad mentioned
through no failure on his own part to do
his duty, but solely at the instance and
insistence of the labor union why should
he not ask the courts to force this union
to make good to him such loss as he may
have suffered? The union cannot consistly place the burden upon the railroad
company, because, according to the allegations, the union demanded the discharge of the non-union worker, threatened to strike and actually refused to
work for the company if he were not dis-

©, Western Newspaper Union.

OLD CARLYLE HOUSE
SUlU’ASSINt; interest, because

inuicli

JOB

his job,

Children Cry for Fletcher’s

By T.T.MAXEY

eral Dawes who gave one congre sional
investigating committee the thrill of its
collective lives.
The country took great pleasure in listening to Mr. Dawes in (hat famous “Helland-Maria” session. He had some biting
things to say about the petty pettifoggery that abides in Washington.
His in
dictment of waste, extravagance and
general governmental inefficiency was a
classic.
He anointed a good many heads
with sulphuric acid.
General Dawes has a record that does
its own talking; but at tint his troubles
are about to begin.
He is to “take up
arms against a sea of troubles
There is no wall more piercing and
poignant than the scream of a political
appointee about to be sundered from the
pay roll.
There is no tury more furious ;
than that of a department head who finds
his estimates
slashed, macerated and
amputated.
Down in
Washington “the hoys’*
haven’t been taking this budget very seriously. All along they have admitted
that it. looked pretty and “listened
well;” but the bureaucrats embedded in
their bomb proofs smiled
cynically, do-,
ng whatever it is that bureaucrats do. I
It has been regarded generally as an- 1
other one of 4,hose “things that won’t
work.”
i
They are not so sure now. This man
Dawes is a disconcerting person. He is
a
rough-and-tumble fighting man who
shoots lrom the hip
The congressional
record of his testimony before the War
Investigation Committee is being looked
up and studied.
If the present budget machinery is
workable, Director Dawes will make it
work. If it is not worxable, he will say
so in ways that will leave no doubt of his

ging

The New Chief Justice ot the Supreme Court of the
United States.

WONDERS

Again has President Harding made an
excellent appointment
The man for Director of the Budget is Charles G. Dawes
of Chicago, the direct, hard
hitting and,
>es, profane Mr. Dawes. The same Gen

mzBi

DinnerTry it Yourself

For, Prince Albert’s quality flavor coolnessfragrance—is in a class of its own! You never tasted
such tobacco! Why—figure out what it alone means
—

—

to your tongue and temper when we tell
you that
Prince Albert can’t bite, can’t parch! Our exclusive
patented process fixes that!

Prince Albert is a revelation in a makin’s cigarette!
My, but how that delightful flavor makes a dent!
And, how it does answer that hankering! Prince
Albert rolls easy and stays put because it is crimped
cut. And, say—oh, go on and get the papers or a
pipe!
Do it right now!

SPRAGUE’S JOURNAL

ume

GROCER
HAS IT

Maine publication is

Tea & Coffee Co.
219 State

Street, Boston

Copyright

By R. J.

1921

Reynolds
Tobacco Co.

Winston-Salem,
N. C.

prince Albert
the national joy smoke

MAINE

now

at hand.

Sor;

sketches by Florence
Robert R. Card'

Thompson,

The second number of the ninth volof this interesting and valuable

YOUR

WEBSTER-THOMAS

OF

HISTORY.

instructive Maine history s<
ment edited by Dr. A. O Ti

illustrations,

make

an

interest!

John

Gardiner Barrister, a noted son of the
famous Dr. Silvester Gardiner, for whom
the city of Gardiner was named, by Bertram E. Packard of Sanford, is the leading article. A graceful and fine appreciation of the late James P. Baxter by the
editor; poem by Arthur W. Stewart of
Augusta and Helen L. Worcester of Ban

Maine's

Apple Crop

It is interesting to noie that
«'
V. A. Sanders, New England
of the federal Bureau of Crop
indicate that the apple crop
i1
shows better prospects than ti'
other State in the country.

I

m\PREVENT

another to be used tor seed. Too late
it was discovered that the
potatoes
were infested with root-knot
producing eelworms. which were, of course,
scattered far and wide by this
While this may not have been the
first N
introduction j>t the disease into that
state, it was at least one of
many
introductions which have resulted in
the wider and wider spread of rootI knot and file loss of millions of doli lars.

i

means!

PLANTDISEASES
Lcfi Could

Be Saved to Future
Crops if Care Is Taken to
Avoid Infected Plants.

A

Only Clean Plants.
Tomatoes, tobacco, celery, peppers,
figs, peaches, and many other plants
are likewise instrumental in
carrying
this disease. As indicated by the name,
its principal manifestation is on the
roots of plants in the form of swellings or knots. Severe infestation will
result iu the yellowing and dwarfing
and often the death of the plant.

Clubrooted Plants May
-,ve Start That Will Ruin Garfor Years—Wilts Are
de
Easily Transmitted.
Few
ig of

Wilts constitute
diseases that may

is

as

’*.,v
,#s-.
r.

another group of
be transmitted to

There

102

were

visitor at Mr. and

not manifested in the
stages of development, but
ays be seen on the roots if it
at the time the plants are
i.
the seed bed. An abnorling in any part of the root
a lion of the presence of this
it
later stages the swell-;
involve the entire root, as
lie illustration and will inause the production of a
■

example is that of rootwide variety of plants, so
in the southern part of the
u i occurring also in some of
northern states.
It would
iblt* to state how much rootwas in the South 50 years

Sunday-

at

Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Larby, Mr. and
Mrs. G. H. York, Mrs. C. B. Jewett and
Mrs. Julia White attended the meeting
of No. Waldo Pomona in Brooks June

29th for the

Mr. and

benefit of

the

Memorial

Mrs. O.

E.

Clubroot in

Advanced Stage.

Mrs. Nettie Pearson, who passed the
winter in Massachusetts with her children, has returned to her home for the
summer months.

Hebron Academy, where she has just
completed tier freshman year. The check
and a letter of congratulation from the
principal arrived since she returned homej

and

us a

Elbert Sawyer and
Augusta were week-end

soil by means of diseased plants.
are manifested by a
wilting of
the whole plant. These, and the ones
referred to above, may be and ought
to be kept out of new land.
The way
to do it is to set out only clean plants.
The way to keep the plants clean is
to
sterlize the seed beds.
If steam
pressure is available, the inverted-pan
method described in Farmers’ Bulletin
996 is best.
Such steam pressure
may often be had in the greenhouse
from the boiler used for heating. For
outside seed beds any kind of a steam
boiler, either on a stationary outfit or
a steam traction
engine, will furnish
plenty of pressure.
If steam pressure is not available, good results can
be accomplished by the hot-water treatments advocated in Department Bulletin 81S.

Lottie

and

Miss

For Infants and Children
Always bears

Signature of

R.

at

the graduation

and Mrs. Roy Paul and children
a few weeks in Newport,

PROSPECT FE*RY

spending

I,

with Mrs. Paul’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. S. Jones.

Mrs.

were

recent

Agnes Harding and two daugh-

ters of

Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Thomas and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Marr of Gloucester,

Mass.,

Brewer visited relatives

SUMMER SCHEDULE

Miss Thais and Master Richard Hard-

visitors at Mr. and

ing of Belfast have been visiting rela- STEAMSHIPS KELP As T
tives here.

Roy Hartshorn, who has had employ-

Mrs. Oiive Bowdoin and Miss Susie
Leach are at home from Island Falls for
visit
few
recently
days’
summer vacation.
with their children. Mr. and Mrs. Has- l their
Harvard Harding and Miss Crane of
kell returned with them for their sumI Boston visited Mr. aad Mrs. P. G. Hardmer vacation.
! ing several days recently.
Members of the Sunday school recentLeslie Woullard of Melrose Highlands,
ly gave a reception to Mr. and Mrs.
j
Russell at the vestry. They have had a ! Mass., was a week-end visitor with nis
call to go to China and will leave for aunt, Mrs. W. D. Harriman, July 2nd.
W. C. Bowdoin, Oscar Billado, Richthere in a few weeks. They made fine
a

|

Christian addresses. Mrs. Russell sang i ard Ashworth, Mrs. Ross Green and two
several selections, and Mr. Russell, who daughters came home to spend the 4th.
is a fine violinist, very pleasantly enterj Miss Minerva Pierce and Master Buftained the company. Ice cream and as- ord Grant of Sandypoint were week-end
|
sorted cake were served and a sum of visitors with Capt. and Mrs. W. D. Harmoney was handed Mrs. Rus ell, who riman July 2nd.

Depart- i

through advertising

one

time teaciier here.

WHITE’S CORNER,

a

newspapers and by other public
means.
Another method is to write
to friends in the city, asking for a
list of acquaintances who would probably be interested in receiving table

Mary Harriman after spending

a

Winterport

by her

Mrs. S. E. Dawson o£ Monroe visited
Mrs. G. H. York several days recently
Several families from here spent the
Fourth at tne Conaut cottage at Swan
Lake.

man,

cousins,

Ada and Frances Harri-

|

There is

no

oftentimes

be

medicated vapors of—

TRADE

MARK

write

us.

Watertown, Massachusetts.

-HOODrun
--

between W ATEKVILLE and BEL-

Over 17 Million Jars Used Yearly

or

Marti to Belfast
FAST

by way of ALBION, UNI-

TY,

THORNDIKE,

FENWAY CrossStrap Sandal

and

L E N OX J/o u se \Shoc

Give the growing young feet
a chance. Children are
delighted
with the new found freedom in
cool, easy Hood Sandals. Brown
duck uppers, with white binding
and white lining. Long wearing
soles. Saves the expensive shoes,

BROOKS,
LAKE,
connec ting with Rockland jitney.
Leaving Elmwood Hotel, Waterville, 7 a. m. and Windsor House,
Belfast 3.30 for return trip.
MONROE

SWAN

too.

Why not work under the most
favorable conditions? The Lenox
House Shoe is light, cool, flexible and easy. Neat and stylish in
appearance; and you don't wet
the foot when you step onto

damp ground, gives
wear.

Passengers taken for whole or
any p irt of trip at reasonable

extra

Is moderate in price.

long

prices.
VWXN'v'S

ERRANDS and EXPRESS

h. C. McCORRISON

(
■

The
Restful
Tea

For Sale
Roberts’ house on Bay View Street,
Belfast.
Also the De Silver place situated in
Prospect below Bucksport. Cottage house
and stable and about sixty acres of land,
extending back from shore of Penobscot
Rier.
fill uire of JOHN R. DUNTON
or RALPH I. MORSE,
4w23
Belfast, Maine

A SCOW, 11x36.

each meal
and on retiringr, to inhibit
growth of bacteria

Apply

to

PKJEPSCOT PAPER CO.,
BELFAST, rviAlNti.

U

Granite Monuments
We take them from the ledge in the quarry,
polish, finish, letter and place them on your
lot in the cemetery. One continuous process and
one small profit.

cut,

You avoid the high cost of stock, the high
freight and the middle men’s profits, which brings
your monument down to the lowest possible price.
Call and see for yourself.

A. S HEAL,

Druggist

Bridge it, Belfast, Ma.

CHICHESTER S PILLS
A,
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
A
ladles! Aak your Dineclit for
Chl>ehes<ter ■ Fllamond urand/A^
Pills la Red and Gold metalllcNl##
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. W
Take no other. Buy of year V
_

Name-----—-

I

I yetrj known

u Best, C -fest, Always Rut*

SOLD BY0RUGG1S15

SEE

Hair Remover

if your car needs washing or painting.

beautiful pond four miles
^i
brooks Village, eight from Belfast.
Address Box 94, Brooks, Maine.
on

Windsor House Stable

2vv27,

House for Sale

FOR SALE
J- AUSTIN McKEEN.

family.

Hood Rubber Products Co., Inc.

For Sale

Chester H. Overlook

rice second Hand par lot
and kitchen stoves,

40

Large 7-passenger Buick will

and family spent the
Fourth with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Herrick in Swanville.

Address.—...~

'"

o

street.

is so much

the Baysides cost less.
Hood Baysides are a long wearing summer shoe
for the low price. They are a sensible shoe for children in hot weather from every point of view, but
they are made in all sizes for every member of the

NOTICE

it

FOR SALE

High

Bayside "sneaker”

lighter than others that he'll wear them. They are
thick enough to protect his feet—and the lighter
weight, I find, gives better wear than others. Also,

etAsk any dealer

relieved

White

mem-

I

Itmple, Room 6,
at 45

He finds the Hood

D..!

M.

Telephone-338-2

Conant and family.

Mrs. Thomas Daley entertained

Masonic

by inhaling the oothing

Mr. and Mrs. John Mullen of Somerville, Mass have been guests of C. M.

>

Pattee,

—-

I dorft want him to run barefoot
over the stones”

“cure,” but

FREE
SEND SAPMLE TUBE

■

BAYSIDE BAL

wheezy breathing may

recently.

A.

S. C.

5THMA

Alter

your

}ws^Kfbr.».!rfS».?g»s.g;?:»gr

kSMother says

Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood. For
Constipation. Relieve
Oas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station, New York. See
signature on each box.

Residence

C. W. Nealey and family were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. E. if. Nealey in Monroe

L.

ALfiOLA PILLS

who will visit relatives.

THE AHTIDOLOE MEG. CO.
N i.
99 Main St., Springville.

is certain that the disease
ing more wide spread ever
is distribution is due
large
tausniission by diseased p'a
'ears ago a carload
s
slitpped from

two

vacation here at her old home,
has returned to Rockland accompanied

THE ARMY REJECTS
THOUSANDS OF MEN

at

;

RETURN
L'-ave Boston daily, including!
Sunday, at 6 p. in (Day tight Saving Time) for
Rock land,'Camden, Nurthport, Belfast, Bangor !
and way landings
At Boston cor nection is made with the Met- I
ropolitan Line passenger an freight steamers !
for New York via Cape Cod Canal.
GEO. E. DUN '.ON, Agent,
Belfast, Maine,
!

weeks’

.supplies by parcel post.

Young Tomato Plant.

m.*.

|

friends, relatives, or acquaintances in
cities, seeking their trade, say specialists of the bureau of markets, United
States
Department of Agriculture.
Purchasers, on the other hand, often
can locate reliable producers by correspondence with friends, relatives, or
acquaintances in the country. More
than 75 per cent of the produce being
marketed by parcel post in a number
of cities in which investigations have
been made is sent by persons who
obtain their customers in this way.
Making business contact is less difficult between friends because there is
an absence of the suspicion and distrust that sometimes is found between
strangers.
Many persons will not
order farm produce from strangers
because they do not know the conditions under which the articles are
produced, it is said.
Although ways of obtaining customers are numerous, no method is so
promising as that of working up a
trade with or through friends.
This
method of establishing business relationship is especially recommended for
the general farmer who has a limited
amount of produce.
Those who wish
to market a great deal of produce by
parcel post may find It necessary to
obtain customers by personally solicit-

30 and 60c

BucLsport
Norihporc
and Boston

at 2 p.
p. n.
3.30 p. m., Belfast 5 00 p.
5.30 p. nr, for Camden, Rockland
—

Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Paul motored to

For producers who wish to market by
parcel post the most satisfactory way
of finding customers is to write to

on account of their teeth.
To keep the teeth Bound
and gums firm and
healthy, form the
daily habit of

m.

CAMDEN

ana

Bangor daily, including Sunday
(Standard Tin ), Y\ir.ierp>r 2 45

Leave

Mrs. Jessie Harding and Mrs. Gerry
Harding and two children of Stockton
are at the Harding farm.

ment in Davistown the past year, has
been spending two weeks with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hartshorn.

tor

BANGOri LINE

here

July 4th.

Mrs. Delbert Paul’s.

was a

the World

In Use For Over 30 Years

Woodbury was pr.-sent
of Leona Woodbury.
Mr.

Offices Throughout

CASTOR IA

f lora

Mrs. Lilia Pearson passed commencement
week at Castine. Mis. Emma

are

are

Mrs.

of

guests of Mrs.
3d.

They

or

gave

Cords

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company

the week-end and holidav with them.

Murch, July

new

the United States
ment of Agriculture.)

|

Dutton’s,

fine sermon.

Mi.

ing strangers

on

likewise bigger,
stronger, more durable. And fabric
tires, and inner tubes, too, show
added value. Whatever car you drive,
there are improved Goodyear Tires
and Tubes now ready for it, at the
nearest Goodyear Service Station.

larger size

Several families from this vicinity at
tended the fair at the village on the afternoons and evenings of June 28th and

Miss Avis Harquail received a prize of
ten dollars for excellence in music, from

daughter

in

mot

clincher type Goodyear Cords,
made the tread thicker, the carcass
heavier, the bead stronger. Today our
our

library.

occupied the pulpit July 3d and

(Prepared by

is

and

B. Jewett and

Mrs. Edward Linnell and three chilRev. and Mrs. Fred Morgan and family of Wollaston, Mass., are here and dren of Bangor have moved into th u
have opened their summer home.
| vacant house owned by A G. Larby and
;
Mr. Linnell spent
son, for the summer.
Rev. Mr. Christie of
Providence, R. I.,

ditions of Production.

\

family

family were among
the guests entertained by Mr. and (Mrs.
Geo. Hopgins in Monroe recently.

Appleton

Sunday visitor
Mrs. Fred Bryant’s.

Many People Will Not Order Farm
Produce From Strangers Because
They Do Not Know of Con

t

For months, we have worked to make
Goodyear Tires for passenger cars even
better. We have increased the size of

2yth.

recent

was a

Write to Relatives and Acquaintances in Cities.

ild mustard and other crueiaad grown upon the laud as

in

Hattie Clement and

Mrs.
C

Miss Fairbrotber of Belfast was the
guest of Stella Berry a few days
ago.
Miss Clara Wadsworth of

GET CUSTOMERS FOR
PARCEL POST TRADE

kept alive during all those

pupils

school July 3rd.

Monson

Plant.

C. H. Libby’s.

E. Hebard and little son of
Chester, Mass., arrived July 2nd to
spend the summer months at toe home

mukkill.

'tsts

Young Cabbage

Than Ever Before

Mrs. W.

kUdal^o,

if u:ture.

on

at

I

|

motored

Fred Clark, who has been employed on
the State road in Rennefunkport for
several months, has returned to hia home

!

Depart

1
Soil for Many Years.
example, the case of clnb.e crucifers;
i. e., cabbage,
mustard, etc. The setting
lubrooted plants may give
that in a single season will
sears an otherwise good
; suitable
for cabbage and
A case is known in
ifers.
cabbage patch in Pennsylis abandoned 27 years ago bethe prevalence of clubroot.
’'.age was again planted the
•adly affected. The disease

O.

Alice

of Hon. and Mrs. C. M. Conant.

>

„r

Bigger, Stronger, More Durable

Whitney and daughter Miss
to Fairfield recently,
where Mr. Whitney consulted a doctor.

as

The world’s standard
remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles
since 1696; corrects
disorders; stimulates
vital organs. All
druggists, thfee sices.
Look lor the name CkM
mrmrj bee

lot might have been saved
Id have applied to crop pro>
years ago what we know
the control of plant disA ad equally true, what a lot
■save in future crops if we
apply the knowledge that
•Future crops” is written
for the introduction of u
.to new soil may affect for
come tlie crops' planted
on
unless radical and extensive
are taken
to eradicate the
r: ..m the soil, say
specialists j
uited States Department of

ir

C. B. Jewett’s recently.
C.

GOLD MEDAL

•:'.ent

^

old

at

his organs; he
can be as
vigorous and healthy at
70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
performing their functions. Keep
your vital organs healthy with
man

1st.

Mr. and Jtirs. W. G. Folsom of Boston
and Frank Hardy of Bangor were callers

BEST AGE

Set

0 ROTATION IS HELPFUL

the United States
of Agriculture.)

hers of the Monroe W. C. T. U. Friday

afternoon, July

at

Belfast—5 room house and
factory.

Apply

to

ORRIN J. DICKEY,

Real Estate and

Insurance,
Belfast, Maine.

Whether I cow or 100: whether a
little 2x4 lawn or vast hay fields,
K & W supplies make your work ever
so much easier.
Ask about separators, chums, testers,
moulds, etc.:—.about hay mowers*

r

hairless skm tor every
woman may be had with the aid of a

A smooth

little MEDOL paste, made by mixing
a little Medol with water, and apply
to the haira not wanted and in a jiffy
you can wash the haira right off*
Medol is sold in 60c and Si <00 bottles.

PENOBSCOT ARMS
Crescent Beach, Owl’s Head, Maine
Come and try our real old fashioned New England lobster,
steak and chicken dinners. Plenty of good, wholesome
focd at a reasonable price, Milk, cream and butter from
oir dairy:
Dancing and music by an orchestra. Reservations now being booked for week-end and seasonal guests.
Phone Rockland 425-4
tf25

R. N.

NEWCOMB, Proprietor.

^‘Hands Up’*

/

Expert

tedders, loaders, rakes, etc.
Get our 176 page catalog. Write today.

American Proprietary bynaieate.
Malden 48, Maaa.

Piano

Tuning
and Repairing
LLOYD D. McKEEN,
BELFAST,
Phone 126-4.

MAINE.
41tf

I

1C <»

Time te think of

HMTEIHUPPUn

Haying Ooolf
Kendall & Whitney, Portland, Maine

Eat. 1858

I

I

Unusual advice for a shoe store to give -But we mean it and this is the reason:
Next Thursday morning we start our famous One, Two and Three dollar
shoe sale and the values we intend to give will certainly make it worth your while NOT T()
BUY A PAIR OF SHOES UNTIL THAT TIME.

Remember The Date
THE DINSMORE

Mrs. Dana Dutch left Friday for
with friends iu Juniper Point.
Miss

a

visit

Roberts of Bangor is the guest of

Mr. and Mrs. William
Shorey and
daughter Eleanor, of bath, were among
the out of town people who spent the
holiday in Searsport.
They were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Parse.

Miss Alice W alker at Whitecap.
Randall Arey spent the holiday with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Arey.

Sidney M. Webber left Wednesday for
Portland after spending the 4th in town.
a

Steamer Ripogenus arrived at Mack’s
Point, Monday, with coal for the Great
This is the steamNorthern Paper Co.
er’s first trip to this port since the dock
was damaged by the cyclone, May 22nd.

James Lombard left Thursday to spend
vacation in Boston and vi-

few days’

cinity.
Miss Thelma Grindle is the guest o£
her aunt, Mrs. Roscoe Arey, for a few
weeks.
Mrs. A. B. Pendleton, who has been
confined to her home by illness, is slowly

i
1

Mrs. Mary A. Crocker o£ Bucksp ort
the recent guest of her daughter,
j
Mrs. I. H. Havener.
I

was

William E. Grinnell, Jr., of Foxboro,
Mass., spent the Fourth in town, returning to Boston, Monday night.
Walter Sargent of Bangor
guest over the holiday of his
Mr. and Mrs. George Sargent.

was

;

[

the

parents,

Mrs. Charles Stone and son Charles of
Port Clyde, are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseh Ralloch on Reservoir street.
Lud C. Havener returned to Worcester Wednesday by auto after spending
the holiday with his family in town.
Hr. and Mrs Levi Trundy of Presque
Isle spent the Fourth with Lir. Trundy’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs, A. E. Trundy.
Mrs. G. Gould Fiinton and son Roland
have been the recent guests of Mrs. Flinton’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Carter
A sociable was held on Friday evening
at the vestry, under the auspices of the
Epworth League. Ice cream w.as on sale.
Mrs. O. G. Hussey, who has been the
guest for two weeks of Mrs. F. E. Roulstone, left Saturday for her home in
I
Waldo.
The Misses Aletta and Annie Young
arrived Wednesday from Pennsylvania
and have opened their home in Eim
street.

Mrs. Dana Dutch and

son

Dana arrived

Saturday from Waban, Mass., and will
spend the remainder of the summer in
town.
Prof, and Mrs. Calvin Clark of Bangor
returned home Friday after a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Duncan in Church
street.

Miss Etjiel Lloyd, who has been visiting friends since the close of the Brewer
schools, has arrived in Searsport for the
summer

The boy scouts will meet on Thursday
afternoon at 3.30 for a hike, in charge of
Rev. Harold LeMay. Each boy will take
a picnic supper.
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Curtis, who have
been spending a tew weeks in town, returned Thursday by auto to their home
in Everett, Mass.
The Ladies’ Aid of the
Methodist
church will meet this, ;Thursdaly, afternoon with Mrs. Elden Harrimah at her
home in Mortland road.
Whittier
arrived
Charles
Monday
morning in the steamer Ripogenus and
of
his
is the guest
mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Whittier in Bay View St.

Ralph Tupper returned Friday from
Ogunquit, where he spent the holiday
with his parents, Capt. and Mrs. William
Tupper of Jacksonville, Florida.
M’ss Henrietta Gregory of Cambridge.
Mass., arrived Sunday and will' be for
three weeks the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald W. Vaughan in Reservoir street.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence L. Gilkey
little son Ralph, of Bangor, were
guests over the holiday of Capt.
Mrs. W. R. Gilkey and Mrs. Pyam

and
the
and
Gil-

key.
Miss O. J. Lawrence entertained a few
friends at afternoon tea on Thursday, at
the apartment which she has recently
fitted up in the Sweetser house in Main
street.
Mrs. Frank Curtis, Miss Hannah Sargent, Miss Mary Jerome and William
Ford returned Saturday from an auto
trip to Alton, where they were the guests
of relatives.

1 he regular Sunday services were held
at the M. E. church on Sunday. Special
meetings will be held this week on Tuesday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Marks
and Tuesday evening at the home of Mrs. I
News has been received here of the
Mary Hamilton.
death of a former Searsport man, Edward
It is indeed an ill wind that blows no- A. Noyes, a prominent citizen of Portland,
body good. Warren A. Jackson, the local ! Oregon. Mr. Noyes died June 25th at his
photographer, has sold since May 23rd home at 155 North 22nd street, Portland.
about 9,000 post card pictures of the He.was 66 years of age, and although he
cyclone damage. He offers a full set of had been totally blind for 32 years, he
was cheerful and optimi-stic to the last
cyclone pictures for $1.00.
He was early day transportation man lor
Mr. and Mrs, Robert P. Nichols, their i the Columbia River
district, and was
daughter Lucy and sons, Clark and Jack- widely known throughout the Columbia
son, left by auto Wednesday for their River territory by all the ship operators
home in Worcester, Mass., after spend- and traders of the oiler school. He was
ing the Fourth as the guests of Capt. and | born in Searsport in 1855, the son of the
Mrs. L). C. Nichols and Capt. and Mrs. late Captain Allen and Sarah (Stetson)
A. M. Ross.
Noyes. He was educated in Searsport
Capt. and Mrs. Banning Blanchard and high school and Bucksport seminary and
their daughter Marie, arrived by auto was married Sept. 29, 1884, to Miss Ada
Sunday from New York.
Capt. Blanch- B. Pendleton, daughter ot the late Capt.
ard returned to New York Tuesday, Charles and Sarah (Park) Pendleton, llis
Mrs. Blanchard and daughter remaining widow, two sons, Dr. Allen P. Noyes of
Major Edward
to spend the summer at their bungalow \ Portland, Oregon, and
Noyes of the army medical corps, staon Steamboat avenue.
tioned at San Francisco, and a daughter,
Major Frederick F Black, Li. S. A » Mrs. Leigh Bennett of Hood River, OreMrs. Black and their son Frederick < r- gon, survive him. In 1868 he sailed with
nved Friday from Columbus, Georgia, j his
father, Capt. Allen Noyes, in the bark
where Major Black has been stationed. j Alden Besse for Portland via China. He
He will spend a two months’ leave with had resided in Portland ever since. While
his family in Searsport, where they will ! his father
voyaged back and forth on
be guests 01 Mrs. J. W. Black.
various windjammers and commanded
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Marshall and two the barks Alden Besse and Coloma, the
children arrived Friday by auto from original boats plying between Portland
Newton, Mass. They were accompanied and China, Edward Noyes completed his
from Boston by Major and Mrs. F. F. education at the old Bishop Scott AcadeBlack and son Frederick. Mr. Marshall ; my, and entered upon his career as a
will spend a brief vacation in town, Mrs. 1 traffic man. He was agent for the old
Marshall and children remaining for a ! Oregon Steam Navigation Company and
1 remained as the Astoria head of the conlonger stay.
cern until the company was aosorbed by
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew W. Allen and I the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co.
sons, Andrew, Jack and Ross, or Orange, j He remained in this position until his
N. J. arrived Sunday, coming over the ! eyesight failed. For a number of years
road in their car. Mr. Allen will return after he became totally blind he conducted an exporting business, but retired
to New York after a brief vacation, Mrs.
Alien and the boys remaining for the rest about 20 years ago.
of the season, as the guests of Mrs. Elizabeth Allen in West Main street.

j

WBST MONTVILLB

Funeral services for Mrs. Abigail Anderson, who died at the home of her son,
W. T. Anderson, in Searspoit Wednesday, July 6th, at the advanced age of 97,
were held frem the Anderson residence
Friday at 1 p. m., Rev. N F. Atwood of
the Methodist church officiating.
The
remains were taken to Ware, Mass., for
interment.

FREEDOM

house in South Freedom

are meeting with
There have been several conversions.
Mr. Nutter has been aided in
this work by Rev. Mr. Raven, Rev. Mr.

France Hustus has moved into her

success.

Ells and others.

There

was a

baptism

was

in town

recently.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Parsons recently visited in Liberty.
Mr.

and Mrs. O. F. Robinson

Thorndike

were

in

Wednesday.

Mrs. Harden Erskine of

Howard,

R.

I.,

is in town visiting relatives.
Earl Howes purchased three nice beef
cattle of Ralph W. Howard recently.

Ralph W. Howard and James Bartlett
were in Thorndike Thursday on business.
Mrs. John Poland of Union and Miss
Sadie Gowen of Troy are visiting in

Dr.

and Mis. George H. Jennison of town.
Mass announce the engagement I
Mrs. V. B. Ells, who has been employed
of their youngest daughter, Victoria, to
Geoffrey Baker of Yakima, Washington. 1 in Jackson for several months, is boardMiss Jennison attended the Rogers Hall
ing at W. D. Bowler’s and visiting friends
School in Lowell. Mr. Baker is a Harvard ’20 man, and Harvard Law School here.
’22.
No time has been announced for
Mrs. Bertha Hall of Vermont is visiting
the wedding. Miss Jennison’s mother
Mrs. Frank Tylor of Freedom and her
was Miss Henrietta K. Nickels of Searsbrother, Leon Wiggin and family, on G.
port.

|

P. Ridge.
Many are the words of praise spoken '■
H. B. Brickett has rented a building on
of the fine work done by the Searsport
Band at the Fourth of July celebration.
Howard Hurd’s farm near Thorndike
It seems to be the unanimous opinion of
Station and is shoeing horses and doing
the townspeople that such an aggregation
of musicians should not be allowed to other blacksmith work.
disorganize. A permanent organization
Loren W. Howard sold eleven bushels
of the kind would be a benefit in many
of cultivated strawberries this summer.
ways, and material for an excellent band
is undoubtedly to be had. Funds will be Most of the cultivated strawberry crop
needed, however, for such a purpose, and in this section was an entire failure on
plans are already under way for a big account of the hot weather and drouth.
band benefit to be given early in August.
The entertainment will probably take the
Edward Clark of California, the foster
form of a vaudeville show, and will be s on of the late George H. Clark of
Moody
under the direction of Miss Louise DickMountain, is expected to arrive soon. He
erson Leib.
It is hoped and believed that
the public will come forwarti and help the has been in the West several years and has
band boys.
many relatives and friends in Maine who

5 Rev. Charles F. Robinson, representing will be pleased
the Bangor Theological Seminary, spoke by auto.

to see him.

He will

come

new-

Miss Marie Fhair is the guest of Moliie
Bands for a short time.

at

Harold Joy of Portland called on Elfie
and Fred Flye recently.
passed off quietly here
I. P. Griflies is spending a few days at
Some of the people went to Albion and I
other places to the celebrations. Those j the home of Archie Knight.
Ford’s

Corner, Palermo, Sunday, July

The

fourth

who remained at home were entertained !
Dana and Seth Banton were in Waterthe evening by watching the search- ville July 9th on business.

lights displayed across the sky from the
battleship which lay in Rockland harbor.
Those who knew what it was enjoyed it,
while others were frightened, as they

DAVIS 8c STURM,
Chiropractors, 80

Palmer School Graduate

Miss

Main Street.

Belfast, Maine.
Office hours—9 to It

Mrs. W. R. Sparrow from Bath visited
at her old home here, July 8 and 9th.

not account for the strange and
beautiful sight. The fireworks at Camden could also be seen here but not as
as

j

Emma Busher an I Mark Busher were
in Belfast July 8, on business.

could

for All

Organic and Functional Diseases. Although especial
good for all nervous troubles it is not for these aloe,
We specialize on all diseases of children.
Consultation and spinal analysis free.

3d.

in

plainly

Chiropractic

home.

a.

m.,

MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS andFRt!)

■>

Bertha

Thompson of Belfast
few da. s last week with her
aunt, Mrs. Henry Clement.

spent

the searchlights.

a

Mr.

PROSPECT FErfRY
Mrs. Alvah

|

Harriman
shopping.

and Mrs. Dykins of Somerville,
spent the week of July 4 with
their daughter, Mrs. Fred. N. Flye.

Things Electrical.

Mass

I

Berry aild Mrs. Evandey
in Bangor last Monda,

Mr.

and

Mrs. Arthur Sampson from
the guests July 4th of Mrs.
S ampson’s mother, Mrs. Alice Dodge.

were

Bath

were

Is your Electric Iron out of order?

Miss Orianna Harding of Boston is
Trank Boynion has moved his lamily
spending a month’s vacation here with
to
Crete Tteker Ridge into the Fred
her mother, Mrs. Jessie Harding at their
T hompson house, known as the Mcold home.

Miss Ada Harriman and Miss Frances

Mrs.

Harriman arrived home from Rockland
last Saturday night.
They made the
trip with their uncle, Morris Ginn, by

in

Harriman,

Efiie
Miss

struck.

Hon.

Springs

Albert
was

a

M.

Ames

E.

i

of

want

Knowlton-Burgess

re-

Brighton, Mass., July 6, ac-

Dr.

taking

Trueworthy is away for
a

a

week

much needed rest.

Miss Gladys Hathaway is spending
few days at Tenant’s Harbor.

Stockton

caller in town Thursday.

a

Miss Beatrice Powell of Waterville is
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Maddccks.

Miss Jessie Roberts, who has been in
B oston several mouths, arrived home

Mrs. Abbie Myrick of

Dedham, Mass,,

is passing the summer with Miss Carrie

Mrs. Arthur Nado and children of Belfast were the guests of H. H. Peavey and
fa mily several days last week.

Weymouth.
Little

Norman

Carleton

bronchial pneumonia.
trained nurse from

Merton L. Fogg, Jr., and Albert Bowen,
ho have been visiting friends and relatives in Boston, anived home last week.

a

w

is

ill

with

Hayford Block
I

j

PRICE

BELFAST

CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE

MARKET

Apples,

bush,

Beans,
Beans,

per

pea,
y. e.,

butter,
Beef, sides,

Beef, f. q.,
Cheese,
Chicken,

E. gs,

fowl,

Homer

(Phone 292-11)

00
5
10
35a40
10a 11
10
24
40
06
35
39
35
32

PAID

JV1UKKILL.

Elizabeth Morey of Wollaston, Mass.,
is the guest of Elizabeth Morgan.
Keith

j

Hay,

$25 00
02
Hides,
25
Lamb,
Lambskins 25a 35
20
Mutton,
50
Potatoes,
Hound Hog,
12
Straw, 15 00a20 00
26a32
Turkey,
2
Tallow,
20a 22
Veal,
Wool, unwashed, 30
Wood, hard, 11 00
8 00
Wood, soft,

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Paul aud two childmotored from Newport, R. I., last

ren

BROOKS BRANCH

Christine A. Jones,

Manager

Fri day, reaching home at 11 p. m., after
riding 228 miles. While in Providence
he bought a Dodge car.

on

4 Per Cent Interest

savings

accounts.

on

at

WILLIS E. HAMILTON’S
GREENHOUSE.

FOR SALE
House lots |on Field street and Waldo
avenue.
Small stable, 16x17. Glenwood
stove, extension table, ice chest, iron bed
three-quarter size. Inquire of

Florence Cross of Milton, Mass., is
pending her vacation with her parents,
CHARLES LUDWICK,
lw28*
16 Bay View Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Russel Cross. Her
friend,
Esther Evans of Belfast, passed a few
Arthur Ellis was in Monroe Sunday to
days with her last week.
visit his mother, Mrs. Willard Ellis.
s

Pays

Standing Grass

i
FOR SALK
farm one-half mile from
jI postoffice.
Cuts between 15 and 20 tons.

Weymouth, High school teacher Inquire
Albany, Maine, is at home for the ]
long vacation.
at

Dr. A. M. Loti

DENTIST

PRODUCER

Whitney of Dexter called on Geese,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hogan of Belfast
old neighbors at the Center last week.
were the
RETAIL: MARKET
RETAIL PRICE
guests of relatives in Brooks,
With his family he passed the winter in
Monroe and Jackson, several days last
2 20
Beef, corned, 35a38 Lime,
St. Petersburg, Florida.
62
Butter salt,
18a32 Oats,
week.
85 Oat Meal,
5
Mr. C. A. Larn of Auburn visited at Corn,
Mrs. W. H. Young and family and Mrs.
Cracked
85
7
corn.
Onions,
O. R. Bagley’s last week and called on |
E. C. Yonng and family were the guests
Corn
85
18a
19
Oil, kerosene,
meal,
old neighbors. He a remarkably well [
3
28 Pollock,
of relatives in Liberty several days reCheese,
2 lo Pork,
19
preserved man of 86 years. He is a re- ! Cotton seed,
cently.
tired business man who has “made good.” ! Cranberries,
O') Rye meal,
8
Mrs. A. J. Moyer of Dalton, Mass., who He spends his winters in St. Petersburg, j Clover seed, 32a35 Shorts,
1 90
7 1-2
10 40a 14 25 Sugar,
has been visiting her sister, Mrs. P. H. Florida, leaving home in October and [Flour,
H. G. seed,
5 00 Salt, T. L, bus. 1 25
returning in May.
Grant, returned home Friday, making tne
17
Sweet
potatoes, 12
A special town meeting was held Sat- ] Lard,
trip by auto.
urday p. m. to consider the discontinMrs. Annie Brown and daughters and uance of the Linscolt road. After conDIED.
her mother, Mrs. Wall of
Waterville, siderable discussion of the question, the
vote was carried to pass over the article.
who have been visiting her sister, Mrs.
SHAW. In Winterport, July 7, Mary
Faye S. Reynolds, returned home Saturj E., wife of George Shaw, aged 69 years.
add Stockton
day.
Avis Bakeman returned home
Sunday
after two weeks’ visit in Morrill, the
guest ot her uncle and aunt, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Greer and family.

Beaver St

--—

Dr. Whitaker and Calf
Skins,
Bangor are in at- Duck,

tendance.

Co’s

ELECTRIC SHOP

TROY.

Miss Laura Jones is the guest of Miss
Vera Deering of Athens, Me.

doesn’t work?

in fact, in any electrical work y
done, you'll find service and sat
faction at

Small,

companied by Mr. Flye's sister, Mrs.
Tannie E. Small, who will visit in Boston
and Connecticut.

ottage.

motor that

Or,

the

over

Mrs. Tannie A.

Albra E. Flye and Henry Hindline

week to spend

BROOKS.

Flye entertained

Florice

turned to

Miss Catherine Ginn of At<

M.

Albra

Mrs. Annie Ginn and daughter Addie
and Miss Maud Steele of
Worcester,

the summer at the Ginn

Her
Mrs.

Gilmore of
Waterville,
Flye and Henry Hindline of
Brighton, Mass.

W. 1). Harriman

arrived last

and

week-end, July 2,

Rufus Harriman and Miss Addie Ginn

Mass., and
lanta, Ga.,

Pittslield.

a

Does your door bell refuse to ring?
Do you want that kerosene lamp you us<
to use changed to an electric
lamp?

spent the week-end
son
Edmond and

Maude Hurd came
after her by auto and brought her back.

The lightning did considerable damage
here last Saturday night. The houses of
Mrs. W. H.

Anne Murch

family

auto.

were

Have you

Donald Stand.

last week.
Earl Marriner of Belmont

The members of the Library Benefit
Bridge Club were entertained on Friday
afternoon by Mrs. Oliver C. Atwood at a
very pleasant party given at the Grinnell
Inn. Eight tables were arranged for the
game, and the prize winners were Mrs.
Henrietta Young, who received a set of
paper doilies, and Mrs. Albert Colson,
who won a box of chocolates. Ice cream
was served at the close of the game.

Lowell,

BELFAST, MAINE

-

The Thursday evening meetings started
by Harold Nuiter in the Davis school-

j

improving.
Ten members of the Methodist society
attended the district meeting of the W.
F. M. at Camden.

at the morning service at the First Congregational church on Sunday, in the in
terests of the Seminary Endowment
Fund. Mr. Robinson proved an interesting speaker and presented his subject to
Searshis hearers in a forceful manner
port people are interested in the Thomas
P. Williams Memorial Fund, whioh it is
the purpose of the committee to raise in
the towns where Mr. Williams served as
pastor. Already good sized amounts have
been raised in Winslow, where he preached for 17 years, and in Houlton, where ho
The Searsport
was located for 10 years.
Congregational church of which he was
pastor for 7 years, will be asked to contribute to the fund, the interest of which
is to be used for the expenses of the seminary. Mr. Williams was a trustee of that
institution, and was always vitally inter
ested in its welfare.

Mrs. Andrew McGown, her son Joseph
and daughters Virginia and Dorothy, have
arrived from Worcester. Mass., to spend
the remainder of the season at their cottage in Searsport.

SEARSPORT

STORE,

Colonial Theatre li:
TELEPHONE 336-

Autos Wash*
DAY AND NIGHT
Automobiles and carriages pa
work guaranteed satisfactory
CHESTER H. OVEK1,
2w27*
Windsor Hous.

Kitchen Help
WANTED

AT

DUTCH'S RESTAt
tf 26
CONSERVATOR'S
NOTICE
ecriber hereby gives notice that t
duly appointed conservator of th>
NELLIE R. BLAKE of Fr
in the County of Waldo, and gi\
the law directs. All persons ha\
her estate are desired to
same for settlement and all indei
are requested to make payment
CHARLES I' Hi
Freedom, Me., June 14, 1921.

against

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICK
hereby gives notice that
duly appointed administrator of ii
scriber

WILLIAM H. BLAKE, late of i
in the County of Waldo, deceaseii. »• ■'
bonds as the law directs. All p<
demands against the estate of sai*
are desired to present the same for f>'*
and all indebted thereto are rtq

make payment immediately

Freedom, Me.,

CHARLES I’.
June 14, 1921

HI D

For Sale
A FIELD OF GRASS near Frank. V>
ster’s in Waldo. Apply to
MRS. M. L. CLEMENTS.
2w28
R. D. 1, Morrill, Maine

